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HERE HE IS, "THE EDUCATOR"
Say, who is the Guy with the browlet high?
Friend of the festive worm?

Who can bisect an arc in a room that
is dark
And-hog-tie a comma germ?

Yes, who knows the sky like you or like I
Are acquainted with a boiled egg?

Who's kink of a school with 10,000,000 cool?
A prexy that doesn't beg?

Who never knew how to milk a cow
Or wake up a mule with the reins;

Yet draws down the cash in a way that
is rash
For admixing science and brains?

Who's heroes have sped with the days that
are dead?
Who's manners are nifty and nice?

Yea, who is inclined to a double-deck
mind?
Why, Lovett of old Puffed Rice!

Senior Canes
Arouse Usual
Campus Jokes
The canes have made their annual

appearance in the cloisters. The seniors
are now models of sartorial elegance and
dignity.
Freshmen regard the canes with envy,

but Co-eds regard them with frank admira-
tion.
One dumb freshman, upon seeing two

seniors with canes, asked an upperclassman
if the canes were a new form of hazing.
Upon second thought, he can't be called so
dumb after all.

II • • •

Rice Girls Not Quite Half Bad;

Slimess Makes 100 In Purity Test;

Several Co-eds Would Make Zero
1. Have you ever played cards for

money?
2. Have you ever been drunk?
3. Have you ever sworn?
4. Have you ever told a lie? White fibs

are not counted.
5. Did you ever dress conspicuously?
6. Did you ever dance conspicuously?
7. Have you ever smoked?
8. Have you ever cheated?
9. Have you ever done anything that

you wouldn't tell your mother?
10. Have you ever been engaged and

broken it?
These are ten questions that were asked

one hundred and nineteen Rice girls. They
were told to tabulate their answers, and
give themselves ten for every question that
they could truthfully say "no" to. They did
not sign their names to their answers, but
instead gave their year. The average grade
for each girl was 62; so we now understand
thal the Rice girls are not "half bad."
The average grade for the eight senior

girls who tabulated their answers was 60.
None of them had ever played cards for
money or had ever been drunk, all except
two had sworn, all except one had lied,
none of them had dressed conspicuously,
and only one had danced conspicuously;
two had smoked; four had cheated; four
had done things that they wouldn't tell
their mother, and only one had been
engaged and broken it.
Thirty-three freshmen answered the

questions. Their average was 64. They in
truth do come to college young and unso-
phisticated, and they become demoralized
year by year. The second year they have a
grand and glorious time as is shown by the
Sophomore average which was the worst
one made. Moral: stay away from college if
you want to enter heaven.

Get the Official
Freshman Cap

Made by DOBBS who is the official cap maker for all the
great Eastern Universities—Such as YALE, Harvard,

Princeton, Dartmouth and others. /I

Beautifully made with full
leather sweat band. With
DOBBS label—We invite
comparison.

50c

The Freshmen followed the directions
the closest, which no doubt reveals the fact
that they have just come from High Schools
where they were accustomed to "do as you
are told." Only five freshmen had played
cards for money, 18 had sworn, 2 had been
drunk, 23 had told a lie, 4 had dressed
conspicuously, 5 had danced conspicuously,
13 had smoked, 22 had cheated, 19 had done
things they would not tell their mother, and
,13 had been engaged and broken it.
The following is a tabulated report of

the contest:

No. of Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Seniors 0 0 6 7 0 1 2 4 4 1
Juniors  1 0 5 11 1 2 4 10 6 1
Sophomores 5 2 22 25 9 8 17 23 18 4
Freshmen 5 2 18 23 4 5 13 22 19 3

Seniors — Average, 60: Examined, 8
Juniors — Average; 69; Examined, 13.
Sophomores — Average, 58; Examined, 34.
Freshmen — Average, 64; Examined, 33.

The Freshmen girls are either more fickle
or less honest, with regard to the tenth ques-
tion about engagements. Perhaps though
their attractiveness accounts for the number
of their proposals; so they would not feel
badly about breaking one.
The Freshmen and Sophomores are more

willing to commit themselves. Juniors and
Seniors have learned to be less gullible—
having gathered more of the wisdom of
the ages.
The best grade of 100 was made by a

Freshman girl, and also the worst grade of
10 was made by a Freshman. However
several girls who attend Rice and who did
not take the test said that they would make
0 if they had to sign the pledge, and one of
them said she would make minus thirty on
the last question alone.

DANCE!
Easter German

Easter Monday Morning, April 21st
(San Jacinto Day)

at the

Autry House
Celebrate the holiday—Show off your new clothes

—Go wild—Spring is here!
Music by

The Rice Troubadours
New 8-Piece Orchestra

"Don't gripe at our music—we're doing our best"
Drop in and see!

Dr. and Mrs. Lovett will entertain with
a garden party on Monday, May 19, from
5 to 7, in honor of the members of the Senior
class and their friends.

• • • •

GREAT DEMAND
FOR ADMISSION
TO RICE SHOWN
High Entrance Requirements

Fail to Halt Applicants;
Classes and Labs Crowded

Final registration figures show the
largest enrollments at Rice that the school
has ever known. The student body at
present is composed of approximately
1050 persons of whom more than 400
are freshmen.
The unusually large enrollment would

have gone even higher if the faculty had
not abruptly ceased to admit any more
students under any circumstances. Several
are known to have gone to other
universities, after failing to gain admission
to Rice.

Classrooms are all crowded, even in the
junior and senior classes. Virtually all
laboratories are over-crowded.
Admission requirements were placed at

15 units minimum but even that did not
have the expected "selective effect."

Until more buildings are available
registration each year probably will be
halted at 1000 students.

STUDENTS STILL
TALK OF
"TANLAC",
ANONYMOUS
YELLOW
PUBLICATION
Mah-Jongg anyone? This Sallyport front
page is dedicated to members of the Class
of 1924, many of whom will return to Rice
October 25 and 26 to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of their graduation. The vari-
ety of material re-printed here has been
excerpted from campus publications of that
year that was- 50 years ago. Homecoming

schedules and program information can
be found inside.
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Though it has been only 50 years, one big slice of
history has gone down since the Class of 1924 left the
Rice campus. It was during the senior year of this leap
year class that, one by one, scandals in the Harding
Administration came to light. Little known spots like
Elk Hills, California, and Teapot Dome, Wyoming,
found their way to the front pages of most American
tabloids. 1924 was the year that Texans voted for
candidate John W. Davis for U.S. President. "Big
business has made this country what it is," declared
Davis. He was a forgotten man even during the '24
campaign; the nation voted to "keep cool."

The year 1924 also marked the appearance of the first
major work of a 26 year old Brooklyn-born composer,
George Gershwin. Paul Whiteman commissioned and
introduced Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Closer to campus, 1924 was the year Phil Arbuckle,
Drs. Asa Chandler and Albert Guerard left Rice, the
year John Heisman arrived. It was the year of the
Aztec-Archi Arts, the second Rice Owl, Tanlac and the
co-ed Thresher. It was the year that students watched
daily as slow but steady progress was made toward
completion of the Chemistry Building, the largest and
finest laboratory of its kind in the South.

The 1923 football season marked the eighth season in
nine that the spirited Owl football team was beaten by
the University of Texas. Old traditions die hard, but the
1974 Owls hope to do their part in ushering this one
down the stairway and out the front door when the two
teams meet on Homecoming night, October 26.

Nine Rice classes will be returning for organized
activities this year. Veterans of World Wars I and II,
Korea and Vietnam might be found discussing amnesty.
Thse who remember Teapot Dome will hear a
distinguished historian discuss Watergate. Alumni who
remember the very beginning of our technical age, and
the excitement of Lindbergh's return, may drop by
Rice's space physics laboratories. People who
remember a rigorously structured undergraduate
program at Rice will hear outstanding professors explain
today's rigorous, unstructured programs. Folks might
even see Rice beat Texas.

The Alumni Association hopes all returning alumni
enjoy Homecoming this year. A schedule of events
follows.

Class Reunions

1969—Beer, chips and dips Friday evening in the
foyer and court of Sewall Hall. Chairman: Brian Rider.

1964—A cocktail buffet Friday night at Mr. and Mrs.
Kurth Brown's. "It's getting harder to party all night —
right?" Chairman: Mary Sue Wilson Barnum.

1959—German food, drink and music Friday night in
the courtyard of the Rice Memorial Center. Once is
not enough, so after the game punch and dip will be
served at Bill and Carol Elliofs (Tommie Lou Storm
Maulsby's sister and brother-in-law). Chairmen: Harvin
Moore and Tommie Lou Storm Maulsby.

1954-20th Reunion Party cocktails
and buffet at 8 p.m. Friday evening
in Baker Commons (old East Hall) .
$15 per person by reservation,
$17.50 at the door. Chairmen:
A committee of three.
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1949— "Traumatic, but true," the Silver Anniversary
Reunion will be a cocktail buffet, Friday evening at 7:30
at Cohen House. Chairman: Mary Louise Klicpera
Harrison.

1944—Cocktail buffet Friday night in Lovett College
commons. Chairman: Maribel Spiller McCleary.

1939— "Open bar for cocktails and good cocktail
food," Friday night at the River Oaks Country Club.
Tickets, $15 per person. Chairman: Dan Moody.

1934—Dinner and dancing at Brown College Friday
at 8 p.m. $12 per person. Chairmen: A committee
of five.

1929—Cocktails and dinner Friday night in the
commons of Hanszen College (old West Hall).
Chairman: E. Joe Shimek.

1924-11:30 social hour Saturday morning at the
Cohen House, followed by a 12:15 luncheon at which
class members will each be presented a 50-year pin by
President Hackerman. Tickets are $7.25 per person.
Chairmen: A committee of six.

Golden R— A reception for all members of those
classes 1924 and earlier will be held in the Cohen
House at 4:00 p. m. Saturday. Chairman: Elva
Kalb Dumas '22.

Schedule of Events

Saturday, October 26th

8:30 a. m. — Hamman Hall Lobby
Registration, ticket sales and distribution of early
registration packets. Alumni will be granted a
discount on each ticket ordered before
October 23rd. All tickets will be held until registration.
After the General Assembly, registration moves to the
lobby of the Rice Memorial Center.

9:15 a.m. —William Marsh Rice's Statue
Wreath-laying ceremonies will be performed by
members of the Class of 1949.

9:30 a.m. — Hamman Hall
The General Assembly will be held with Alumni
Association President Walter Moore, Jr. presiding.
Greetings will be offered by President Norman
Hackerman, and the Alumni Distinguished Scholar
Lecture will be delivered by Harold M. Hyman, William
P. Hobby Professor of History. The General Assembly
will conclude with presentation of awards.

11:30 a. m. —Residential Colleges
All alumni except those in the Class of 1924 will lunch
at the college with which they are affiliated. Class of
'24 will lunch at the Cohen House.

1:45 p.m. —Chemistry Lecture Hall
"Undergraduate Education at Rice," a lecture/
discussion, will be presented by 1974 Brown Teaching
Award winners and the Dean of Undergraduate Affairs.

Harry A. Deans '53, professor of chemical engineering,
will speak on "Changes in Counseling and Advising."
Neal F. Lane, professor of physics and space physics
and astronomy, will speak on "Innovation in Teaching."
David L Minter, professor of English and master at
Baker College, will talk on "Curriculum and
Requirements."

Distinguished respondents on the panel will be C.
Sidney Burris '57, professor of electrical engineering
and master of Lovett College; Ira D. Gruber, professor
of history; William C. Martin, associate professor of
sociology; and Dean Katherine Tsanoff Brown '30.
Moderator for the panel program will be G. King
Walters '53, professor of physics. The program will
include an extensive question and answer session.

4:00 p.m. —RMC Courtyard
Cocktail hour with a cash bar held in honor of the
senior faculty.

5:00 p.m. —RMC Grand Hall
A pre-game feast will be served buffet-style. Tickets
are $4.75 per peiton if you pre-register, $5.25 at the
door. Serving stops at 6:30.

7:30 p.m. — Rice Stadium
The Rice Owls host the University of Texas Longhorns,
defending gridiron champs of the SWC. The "Show
Band of South Main" will perform at half-time.

Homecoming Extras

Thresher Editors' and Staffers' Reunion will be
held at 4:00 p.m. Friday at Scardino
Printing Company. For more
information, contact Allyce
Tinsley Cole (Houston),
Griffin Smith (Austin),
Hugh Rice Kelly (Houston),
Stew Jackson (Austin) or
Gary Brewton (campus).

Sculpture by Clement Meadmore an Australian-
born artist who is master of large, simple, twisting
forms in black and earth colors, will be exhibited in
the Sewall Hall Gallery. Hours: 12-5 Friday and
Saturday.

African Art as Philosophy at Rice Museum. Photo-
graphs by Douglas Fraser of Columbia University are
the major exhibit, augmented by sculpture from the
Menil Foundation Collection. The show is a study in
African philosophy made concerete in various visual
media. Hours: Friday and Saturday 10-5, Sunday 12-6.

Tours of the City of Houston and NASA can be
arranged and are always popular. Times and fees are
available through the Alumni Office.

Hotel Acconunodations
can be arranged through
the Alumni Office.

The Hermann
Park Zoo Train
will be making
regular rounds
on the campus.
Hitch a ride!
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Association to award four
Gold Medals October 26

The Association of Rice Alumni is proud to announce that it will
award Gold Medals for Distinguished Service to four friends

of the Rice community during Homecoming ceremonies October 26, 1974.

John S. Ivy
It was a good investment. It was speculation, but it was
good speculation. It could mean a lot to Rice. But Rice
couldn't touch it

It was 1949 and John Smith Ivy, geologist and newly
elected Rice Governor, was studying a "wildcat"
investment property. It looked like a good buy, but
under the Texas Trust Act such a purchase could not be
made with trust funds. Better forget it.

But Ivy didn't forget. If the Institute couldn't speculate,
he reasoned, maybe someone else could speculate for
the Institute. Thus was born the Friends of Rice Fund.
Endowed by special gifts— the first one from Ivy
himself— the fund was specifically designated by Ivy to
be used only for speculative oil investments which could
not be made with endowment funds. Although the Fund
has a balance in the neighborhood of S300,000 today, in
1972 the Fund allowed Rice to develop property valued
at several million dollars in Texas' Hansford County.

John S. Ivy

John Ivy was born in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, on
April 14, 1898. He received his BS from the University
of Chicago ( 1921), where he majored in geology and did
graduate work until 1923. Ivy married Caro Gayle in
1927; they have five children.

Ivy received wide geological experience in the field of
oil and gas exploration between 1920 and 1930, and was
named chief geologist and general superintendent of
explorations and development for the United Gas
System in 1931. In 1937, he became vice president and
director of Union Producing Company and United Oil
Pipe Line Company, serving in that capacity until 1941,
when he became an independent consulting geologist
and petroleum engineer with headquarters in Houston:

Ivy was elected to the Board of Governors of Rice in
1949. In 1951 he was elected Trustee, a position he held
until his retirement and election as a Trustee Emeritus
in 1968. From 1953 he also served as chairman of Rice's
Oil Committee, where he supervised the purchase of
many lucrative properties.

Ivy's eminent reputation and technical skills have
allowed the University to acquire many investments
which have added substantially to the income of Rice
and its endowment fund. His dedicated service has
helped ensure Rice's financial future.

H. Malcolm Lovett
"My father told us at the dinner table one evening in Jan-
uary, 1908, about the time of my sixth birthday, that he
had decided to come to Houston as president of the Rice
Institute, and we would be leaving Princeton at the end
of the year. A few days later he heard me telling a play-
mate— with whom I was then taking lessons to skate on
the ice—that next winter I would be ice skating on the
Gulf of Mexico! He never let me forget that error, and
he told that story on me often."

So began H. Malcolm Lovett's long association with
Rice. He watched as the foundations for the early
buildings of the Institute were laid; he served as a
footman at the opening ceremonies in 1912; he received
his baccalaureate degree in 1921; and today Malcolm
Lovett, son of Rice's first president, is Trustee Emeritus.
The amount of time and effort that Lovett has given to
the University is truly remarkable.

Captain of his basketball team during his senior year,
Lovett left Rice for Harvard after graduation. LLB in
hand, Lovett returned to Houston in 1924 to join the firm
of Baker & Botts, where today he is senior partner
primarily concerned with corporate law. He and the

H. Malcolm Lovett

former Martha Roberts Wicks have been married since
1929. They have four children and seven grandchildren.

Lovett has been a member of Rice's Board of Governors
since 1951. He has served as a Trustee, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, and was named Trustee Emeritus at
the time of his resignation in 1972. During his tenure as
chairman of the Board, four new buildings were added
to the campus. Under his direction, the Rice University
Fund Council was born and the Board of Governors
increased by four members selected by and from the
ranks of Rice alumni.

Lovett has served as president of the Association of Rice
Alumni and as president of the R Association. He is on
the Board of Directors of the Owl Club. Always an active
worker for the Rice University Fund, he serves as a key
member of the Planned Gifts Committee.

"Rice has probably been the biggest interest in my life,"
Lovett has said. "It was an exciting and thrilling
experience to go through the early years." And it has
been with the help of his vision and perseverence that
the University has reached its present position of
eminence in the field of higher education.
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Tess C. Neely
He often had to build his teams with players the larger
schools had overlooked, but he won or shared four
Southwest Conference titles, had thirteen players who
made All-America teams and two who went on to the
College Football Hall of Fame. Six of his teams played in
post-season bowl games.

During his 27 years as Athletic Director and Head Coach
at Rice, Jess Claiborne Neely guided the Rice Athletic
Department to growth and prosperity. Few persons have
done as much as he to establish the Rice image of high
standards and excellence in all things; yet he once
modestly attributed the amazing longevity of his career
at Rice to "a very patient alumni body and
administration."

Jess C. Neely

Jess Neely was born January 4, 1898. He studied and
played football at Vanderbilt, where he captained the
team for one season. After graduation, coaching won
out over his law degree ( which he has never used
professionally) and he began a career in athletics at
Murfreesboro High School.

In 1924 Neely went to Southwestern University in
Memphis as head coach, leaving there in 1927 to coach
the Princeton baseball team. The years 1929-1931 found
him at Alabama as assistant football coach. In 1931 he
became head coach at Clemson College in South

Carolina. On New Year's Day, 1940, his Clemson Tigers
won the Cotton Bowl, defeating Boston College. Nine
days later, Neely telephoned to accept the head coaching
job at Rice, offered to him earlier by members of the
Committee on Outdoor Sports.

When Neely arrived, the stadium would hold only
27,000 with bleachers, and the coach's offices were
above two small gyms in a tiny building in the corner
of the campus bordered by Main and University. The
building was brick stucco, propped up on one side by a
telephone pole to keep it from falling down. When
Neely left, there was a stadium with a capacity of 70,000
and a gymnasium, with all the nnest equipment, that
would seat 6,200.

Jess Neely retired from Rice on September 1, 1967.
During his tenure he established three all-time records
in the Southwest Conference: most seasons as SWC
head coach (27), most games as SWC head coach (278)
and most victories as SWC head coach (144, since tied
by Darrell Royal). He brought to Rice one of the best
all-round sports programs of any school of its size in
the country. Rice won or shared in seven SWC basketball
titles during his tenure, produced a national singles and
national doubles title in tennis, three SWC tennis team
winners in a row and a host of other outstanding
individual athletes.

Never a stereotypical football coach, Jess Neely has had
such adjectives as "sincere," "fair," "modest," "succinct,"
and "reserv xl" applied to him. Almost more symbol than
man, Jess Neely personified Rice spirit during his 27
years on campus.

Gus S.Wortham
It is a hard decision to make—just what is Gus
Wortham's most notable contribution to Rice University?

"Without Wortham there would not be a Rice Stadium,"
says George R. Brown, former Chairman of the
University's Board of Governors.

"Without Wortham, the Rice endowment would not
have embarked upon its dynamic growth," says another
prominent Houstonian.

Wortham himself shrugs it all off."! became part of a
team when I joined the Rice Board of Governors. We
did things together."

Born on February 18,1891, in Mexia, Texas, Worth=
studied at the University of Texas before joining his
father in the insurance business in Houston. After
notable service in WWI, he returned to civilian life and
founded the American General Insurance Company
(now the American General Group).

Wortham's success with American General did not
escape the sharp eyes of Houston's civic leaders. In 1946
he was asked to be a member of the Rice Board of

Governors. Later, his re-alignment of the Rice
endowment, based on the same principles which had
made American General stock flourish, made him a
logical choice for chairman of the Rice Board's Finance
Committee.

While many talked of Rice needing a new stadium,
it was Gus Wortham who went into action. His idea to
sell 20-year seat options and his direction of the Stadium
Option Drive resulted in the necessary financing. These

Gus. S. Wortham

achievements and his service as Vice-Chairman of the
Board of Governors led to his election as Trustee
Emeritus in 1961.

In 1962, Wortham was the subject of a resolution of
appreciation by Rice's Board of Governors for "his
contributions to the development of those ideals of
scholarship and enterprise to which this University is
dedicated." He again received a resolution of
appreciation in 1967 for a significant personal gift of
securities and for his recommendation to the Board to
purchase a portfolio of stock which brought a capital
gain in excess of one million dollars to the
endowment fund.

He and his wife, the former Lyndall Finley, have two
daughters and five grandchildren.

Hyman to deliver Alumni Distinguished
Scholar Lecture on Impeachment

In 1967, Rice faced a challenge—to find a man who
successfully combined the vocations of teacher and
scholar to fill the William P. Hobby Chair in History,
endowed by a $500,000 gift from the Hobby
Foundation. Harold Hyman, nationally recognized for
his research and writings on civil liberties and
constitutional study, was that man.

On October 26, Dr. Hyman will deliver the 1974
Alumni Distinguished Scholar Lecture, during the
General Assembly of alumni at Hamman Hall. The
title of this year's talk is "Watergate and Impeachment
History: Andrew Johnson and Richard Nixon."
Professor Hyman plans to look at the history of
impeachment in England and the United States,
inquiring as to the reasons for inclusion of the
impeachment provision in the U.S. Constitution. He
will then examine the practical application in the

case of Andrew Johnson in 1868. Finally Dr. Hyman
will inquire whether the case of Richard M. Nixon
warranted impeachment or the prospect of
impeachment.

A prolific writer, Hyman, who took his PhD at
Columbia (1952), is the author of five books and the
editor of eight more. His most recent work, A More
Perfect Union: The Impact of the Civil War on the
Constitution, was published by Alfred A. Knopf in 1973
as part of the Impact of the Civil War series. Hyman
is currently at work on an interpretive biography of
Abraham Lincoln.

For new insights into a timely topic, to be discussed
by someone intimately interested in U.S. history and
the Constitution, do not miss the 1974 Alumni
Distinguished Scholar Lecture. The General Assembly
will begin at 9:30 a.m.
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ROOSTInG
RKE -BIRDS
reseachas requos- recollections

By Don M. Johnson

Red-winged blackbirds, brown-headed cowbirds,
common grackles, and starlings, collectively called
"blackbirds," migrate into the southern states each
winter to enjoy the mild dimote, glean seeds from
marshes, prairies and rice fields, and swap infectious
diseases 'within large communal roosts. Since the winter
of 1968-1969 their annual visit to William Rice's marsh
has been on unforgettable component of campus life.

Several fine photographs in the 1969 Campanile 
document their presence. As if encouraged by the
national attention that volume received, the blackbirds
returned to campus the following year and literally
"put Rice on the mop" when Alan Bouray reported to
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service the existence of a,
'roost of 14,000 to 17,000 birds ... in 35 live oak trees
around the university's chemistry laboratory." In January
1970 the Thresher published a letter from Bruce Millie
welcoming the returning bird convention as "an
incidental blessing to us from those sources of Nature
which are sometimes remote in city life."

Had the number of roosting birds remained as low
as 20,000, and the migrants content to occupy only
port of the campus, the Rice community might have
continued tb welcome their annual convention. But, as
often happens when tourists discover on ideal vacation
spot, the blackbirds returned to campus in increasing
numbers, befouling sidewalks, parked cars, and
scholars with their waste, irritating residents with noisy
late-night parties, and spreading out to occupy other
more sensitive ports of campus—especially the wooded
area surrounding the President's House.

Over the last several years, efforts to persuade the
blackbirds to relinquish this territory have included
spraying them with fire hoses, illuminating the trees,
generating loud noises, blowing an irritating mist up
into the roost, and last year's most desperate try—
helicopter attacks at dusk! The result in most cases has
been that birds abandon the disturbed area
temporarily, but return when the treatment ceases. The
most promising methods are too expensive or
disruptive to apply continuously; consequently, the
500,000 birds which left campus lost April did so of
their own free will, the clear victors in another battle
twixt Man and Nature.

The frustrating experience of the last few winters
suggests that technological superiority alone is not
sufficient to move a roost of blackbirds from the
campus. Rather than escalate that aspect of the war
this year, Dr. Alex Dessler, the new Campus Business
Manager, decided to sponsor a coordinated program
of blackbird management and research, with hopes
that o better understanding of the problem will suggest
some new solutions. The program consists of three
phases: roost dispersal, management, and research.

ROOST DISPERSAL
On the advice of several roosting blackbird experts,

we will attempt to disperse the roost by harassing the
first few flocks that arrive— probably in late November.
After banding many of the birds, we will greet their
return each evening with recorded distress calls, loud
noises, etc., for three days. The theory is that if these
leaders can be persuaded to move they will attract the
late-arriving flOcks to the new roosting site.

ROOST MANAGEMENT
It is prudent to assume that efforts to disperse the

roost will fail, in which case the nuisance to the Rice
community may be minimized by discouraging the
birds from roosting in particular areas. The methods
chosen to accomplish this goal must be non-disruptive,
so that they can be applied continuously. The relative
effectiveness of such management techniques will be
evaluated using experimental treatments of selected
areas this year:

1)On the advice of George Abraham
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Baton Rouge) we will prune the
inner growth from live oak trees in
three locations where roosts are
known to have existed for several
years. This should not only enhance
the health and beauty of the trees,
but also reduce their appeal to
roosting blackbirds.

2) Roost-No-More, a "sticky hotfoot"
which annoys birds without
harming them, will be applied to
some of the trees offer they are
trimmed.

3) With the assistance of the Civil
Engineers, a large protective net
will be installed over the trees in
front of the President's House,
denying the birds' access to
this area.

RESEARCH
Intelligent management of any animal population

requires an understanding of its basic biology, ecology,
and behavior. Bird-banding studies will provide insight
into migratory patterns, and intro-roost social structure.
Several students are planning honors research projects
monitoring factors which might affect the death rate of
the birds. A student in Arts 327 (Film and Videotape
Making) is planning to film social behavior of roosting
birds, and document results of the management
experiments. The students in Biology 312b (Population
Ecology Lob) will continue studies of social behavior,
density, and death rotes which were initiated by lost
year's class. We are determined to learn as much as
we can from our visitors this year, because our
overriding objective is to eliminate this unique
educational resource in the very near future.

RESEARCHERS NEED ALUMNI HELP
Those of us involved in this study shore a common

and potentially significant handicap—a very limited
knowledge of the history of the phenomenon we wish
to understand. Some "elder" colleagues among the
faculty, staff, and local residents have provided
intriguing information, but the very continuity of their
tenure at Rice makes it difficult to date their memories.
Alumni represent a unique historical resource because
your memories of the Rice campus soon discrete
intervals of time. If the following historical notes bring
back long-lost memories of birds, we hope you will
share them with us.

• Did "blackbirds" roost along Harris
Bayou/Gully before Rice Stadium was built?
Pender Turnbull '19 thinks they may have.

• Jim Sims '41 and Miss Sarah Lone '19
recall that President Houston had the
groundskeepers beating sticks together to
frighten a roost of birds from around his
new home in the "late forties."

• A sketch of the campus by Elwyn Simons
'53 doted 1957 includes on intriguing
reference to birds (see detail below). Could
this be the first documented reference to
roosting blackbirds? Robins? If so, where
else on campus did they roost? Were they
a novelty? A nuisance?

• The 11 April 1958 Thresher contains on
obscure reference to "cowbird cars" left in
the parking lots. Cab anyone clarify that
terminology?

• Richard "Jungle" Judoy '64, whose
building-scaling feats are legendary, recalls
a big blackbird problem in the winter of
1958-59: "Jocks used to climb trees, collect
birds in pillowcases, and release them into
rooms!" Do any of you jocks remember
which trees? Which months? Do any of you
victims remember whether they had red
wings, brown heads, yellow bills, or
red breasts?

• On February 13, 1960, Vic Emanuel
reported an influx of 20,000 cowbirds and
15,000 robins to the campus. I have found
no one who recalls roosting blackbirds on
campus after March 1960 until the spring of
1966. Pigeons and robins, but no cowbirds!
Can this be true? Why did they leave?
Where did they go? Why did they return???

We would be particularly interested in knowing what
species of birds you remember on campus. Were they
feeding, or roosting, or both? Were they here all year,
all winter, or only during a few weeks? Where did
they roost? Were they o nuisance? Any memories you
may have to shore with us will be welcomed.

Dr. Don M. Johnson
Deportment of Biology
Rice University
Houston, Texas 77001

Thanks!

Dan Johnson assistant professor of biology and associate
of Brown College, came to Rice in 1970 from the
University of British Columbia, where he was a post-
doctoral fellow. Dr. Johnson became interested in the
bird problem in the spring of lost year and has since been
allotted $5000 by Campus Business Manager Alex
Dessler to look into the problem.

This sketch by Elwyn Simons doted 1957 includes an intriguing reference to birds. Could this be the first documented
reference to roosting blackbirds?
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Sallyport presents

A Short, Easy Course in
Continental Drift
(Or what you may have wanted to know about

prate tectonics but have had no one to ask)

"One point must still be dark, the moving why they
do it" Bums, Address to the Unco Guild,

or the Rigidly Righteous

"As in nature things move violently to their place, and
calmly in their place .. ." Bacon, Of Great Place

Great interest in specific scientific disciplines tends to
run in cycles. When Darwin published his Origin of the
Species 115 years ago, geology was one of the most
exciting fields of science, attracting young men and
women from all sectors of the scientific community.
Subsequent discoveries in chemistry and physics
opened new vistas in these sciences; geology lost its
preeminence.

Today, many earth scientists feel that a new and
exciting era is dawning in their field. A small but
increasing number of individuals are again being
attracted to earth science from other disciplines;
engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists and others
are bringing new points of view to bear on our
old planet.

The excitement is being generated by research and
discoveries in the area of plate tectonics. Scientists
are lifting the veil that for so long has covered our
mysterious "drifting" continents.

The tools needed to fully research a
50 year old hypothesis were not available
until the 1960's.
The observation that the east coast of South America
might fit neatly into the west coast of Africa might not
be termed "scientific," but it does suggest the
hypothesis that the two continents may once have been
one land mass.

To test this hypothesis, the scientist must first prove
that the similarities between the geologies of the two
coastal areas are too great to be ascribed to chance.
Then he must uncover a mechanism, based on
physical laws, that is capable of having moved the
continents. These two investigative steps should be kept
distinct in geology, however, the two have tended to
interact, due primarily to the fact that geologists face
two problems which do not occur in the physical
sciences.

First, only a small fraction of nature's work is
observable; most is hidden, buried in the Earth or
eroded away. Second, when nature's work can be
observed, it often cannot be duplicated. Geologists
cannot run experiments which last a significant time,
geologically speaking.

Observations relating to continental drift began early in
this century. Alfred Wegener, a German meteorologist,
was among the first to put into print (1915) the
hypothesis that the continents were not fixed with

Jean-Claude De Bremaecker, professor of geophysics and
an associate of Jones College, has been teaching at Rice
since 1959.

Jean-Claude De Bremaecker

respect to one another. He suggested that until the
Mesozoic Age (about 150 million years ago) all the
continents formed one land mass. His hypothesis
involved both east-west continental motion — the
opening of the Atlantic — and large changes in latitude.

The evidence assembled until about 1960 was basically
the following:

• As has already been remarked, the coastlines of
South America and Africa, both made of old rocks,
match in physical shape. Furthermore, in many
places the detailed geology of the formations shows
the same variation on both sides of the Atlantic.

• Ancient climates were clearly different from those of
today, as witness the occurrence of coal (and thus
ancient abundant plant life) in Antarctica. In
addition, ancient (Permian) glacial deposits of the
same age in South Africa, South America,
Australia, India and Antarctica suggest that these
land masses were once united. Similar evidence
exists for other climates during other periods.

• Information related to the occurrence of particular
fossils, as well as some living animals, suggest that
the Americas were once united with Europe and
Africa. There are, for instance, many more major
groups of mammals than of reptiles (fossil or living).
This is probably due to the fact that reptiles attained
their greatest development when the continents
were united, which made for homogeneity, whereas
the more recent mammals evolved in

geographically restricted areas, which makes for
diversity.1

The evidence appeared strong to some, but in the
absence of a force adequate to move the continents, it
was inconclusive. Furthermore, geologists perforce
were looking at the continents. The tools needed to
look at earth — the ocean bottoms— were not yet
available. Wegener had pictured the continents plowing
through the bottom of the oceans. Despite his claims,
the scheme appeared to be a physical impossibility;
there was no evidence to indicate that the rocks on the
ocean bottom were weaker than those on the
continents.

Research has now shown that the
Earth's surface is made up of six large
"plates" which move with respect to
one another.
As Marshal Foch is reputed to have said, Poser la
question, c'est la resouthe. In other words, if you cannot
answer the question, it is because you have stated it
incorrectly. Such was the case here, as became obvious
in the 1960's when the bottom of the oceans became
better known.

Similarly, a 1965 study of numerous species of Chironomids
(small flies) which occur in South Africa, South America,
Australia and New Zealand, lead to the inescapable conclusion
that these developed when the lands were connected. From the
details of the family structure, a sequence of the continental
break-up has even been traced.

S. America

Volcano

80 km.

oceanic lithosphere
continental lithosphere.

Mid-Atlantic ridge.
owgeraViM,310,1655-43C4

Approx. Limit of convection. Afri

Non-convecting mantle.

Mantle

6376 (km)
total

Liquid Core

Earth's center0.

2898 km

620 km.

80 km.

Fig. 1 Generalized cross section through the South Atlantic. The lithosphere is dotted. The relief of the surface is
greatly exaggerated, but the rest of the figure is to scale.
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the magnetic profile and of the typography across the mid-Atlantic ridge. The relief is greatly exaggerated.

The modern view goes far to explain the cause of our
drifting continents and is easily presented if a highly
schematic model is utilized at the outset.

Under the oceans, the thin upper shell of Earth, or
lithosphere (Figure 1)is about 80 km (50 mi) thick
The rocks that compose it are more or less like the
basalt that covers wide expanses of the State of
Washington. At the bottom of the ocean, rocks are held
at about 00 C (32° F), but with depth the temperature

increaGes very rapidly. With the temperature increases,
the viscosity (or tendency not to flow) of the rocks
decreases. While at the bottom of the oceans the
viscosity of the rocks is approximately that of cold steel,

at the base of the lithosphere (80 km) it is comparable
to that of white hot steel.

Below the lithosphere the temperature increases much
more slowly, perhaps 0.5° C/Ion (1.4° F/mi) on the
average. The pressure, though, continues increasing
and causes the viscosity to increase again. Below 700
km or so, it is generally thought that the viscosity of the
material is so great that no convection is possible. The
lithosphere, then, constitutes a thermal and viscous

boundary layer for the Earth.

Because the upper lithosphere is so rigid, it is often

referred to as a "plate." Research has now shown that

the Earth's surface is made up of six such plates, very

large and moving with respect to one another. The

arrows in Figure 1 indicate the directions in which the

system is slowly turning, or convecting. As is indicated,

the Atlantic Ocean is opening — at a rate of roughly 10

cm (4 in) per year. While this is not fast, over a million

years it amounts to 100 km (60 mi) and over a hundred

million years it would be 10,000 km.

We are all familiar with the convection of liquids as they

are heated. In that case, heat comes from outside the
material; in the Earth, the heat comes mostly from
within, from a very small proportion of radioactive
matter contained in the rocks. Still the basic
phenomenon is the same: the material gets hot, dilates,
and rises to the surface (at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge).
As it flows away from the ridge it cools, contracts, and
eventually sinks to the bottom of the convecting layer.
This forms what is known as a convection cell
(Figure 1).

In laboratory experiments, convection cells are usually
about as wide as they are deep. In the Earth, however,
the cell may occur up to 5,000 km wide while only 700
km deep. This was long held to be a strong argument
against convection. After about three years of work,
graduate student Mark Houston and I were able to show
that the reason for this great width lies in the very high

viscosity of the lithosphere compared to the relatively
low viscosity of the region below. Figuratively stated,
the lithosphere "does not like" to bend, so it remains a
plate atop the convecting material, bending only when

it must, generally when it encounters a continent. 2

As shown in Figure 2-B and in Figure 3, the middle of
the Atlantic is marked by an almost continuous ridge
dotted with islands. The center of the ridge is marked
by a deep trench or rift— exactly as would be expected
if two convection currents were rising and diverging
there. Recent underwater photographs reveal the
presence of large lava boulders in the rift, some of them
apparently broken by their fall from the rift's steep
flanks.

Basically, then, the heated material rises at the center
of the ridge in the form of two convection currents. As
they diverge at mid-ridge, they "push" material (the
plates) away from the ridge on both sides. The ocean

2Dr. De Bremaecker was recently awarded $42,000 by the
National Science Foundation to support his work, "Model
Studies of Convection in the Mantle." The project will be an
extension of his earlier research in this field. Using mathematical

models and computers, he will study the temperature, viscosity

and other properties of the Earth to a depth of about 1,000 km.

floor thus expands, pushing the continents farther
apart.

One method of demonstrating past expansion of the
Atlantic Ocean floor is simply illustrated.

As the hot lava cools, the grains of magnetite
which it contains become magnetized
in the direction of the Earth's field. By a
happy circumstance, this field reverses directions
irregularly, roughly every few hundred thousand years.
Thus, if the ocean floor moves uniformly away from the
ridge, there should be a band of rocks of varying width
magnetized alternately along the present field and
opposite to it, and matching, mirror fashion, on either
side of the ridge. As shown in Figure 2-A, the magnetic
picture (as revealed by magnetometers towed behind
ships) is exactly that.3

the spreading of the ocean floor, and the nature of convection
currents in the mantle.

3It is, of course, necessary to know that these changes in thr

magnetic field did in fact occur. As it happened, scientists

studying the magnetism of rocks on land, and dating them by

radioactive methods, established the very same sequence.

Finally, to prove the point beyond a doubt, the magnetization of

undisturbed deep-sea cores is also periodically reversed with

the same chronology.

Fig. 3 The six major plates on the earth and the oceanic ridges where the spreading occurs. From "The Origin

of the Oceans," Sir Edward Bullard. ' 1969 by Scientific American, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 4 The continents 150 million years ago. From "Continental Drift," J. Tuzo Wilson.
American, Inc. All rights reserved.

Now if there is a ridge where hot material is rising,
there should be a trench where cold material is sinking.
But where is it? Not on the east coast of the Americas
or on the west coast of Europe or Africa, because the
Atlantic is young and expanding so that material does
not descend along its shores. Instead, the Americas
and the western Atlantic expand over a shrinking
Pacific, and, if fact, there is a deep trench along the
west coast of South America. This is where the cold
lithosphere sinks (Figure 1).

As the lithosphere sinks under the continent, it has to
overcome resistance, and periodically releases the
accumulated energy in the form of earthquakes.
Consequently, earthquakes are arranged along planes
which mark the trace of the plunging lithosphere.

Furthermore, as the plate goes down, it releases the
water vapor that it had acquired, perhaps as sediments
accumulated on the ocean bottom. This vapor
percolates up through the continental lithosphere and
lowers the melting point of the lithospheric material.
As a consequence, volcanoes dot the west coast of
South America.

Just as the descending lighosphere causes earthquakes,
so does material ascending at the ridge. These
earthquakes, however, are smaller, perhaps due to the
lower viscosity of the rocks there (corresponding to
the higher temperatures) or because the rocks are less
resistant to tension than to compression.

It is still hard to decide how things were
in the past, but we now have the
framework.
Reality is, of course, more complex than this simple
picture; Figure 3 shows the active ridges and the six
main plates which form the Earth's surface. The figure
illustrates that the ridges are periodically offset by
transverse fractures. Moreover, the various cells
interact, thus the convection cells under the Pacific are
connected to those under the Atlantic and from there to
the Indian Ocean. And, of course, the circulation does
not take place in two dimensions, but in three, which
makes the actual picture difficult to visualize.

It is still harder to decide how things were in the past.
Yet all indications are that we now have a framework
which can suggest critical observations. Such a
framework can also serve to integrate previously
disparate data. Take the past climates as an example.
When continents were together (Figure 4)terrestrial
fauna and flora could obviously migrate freely. What
may be less obvious is that the extensive and rather
continuous ocean also constituted a very homogeneous
environment, thus favoring the wide distribution
of species.

Furthermore, it is not certain that the polar ice caps
would exist if the poles were in the middle of the ocean.
At present, the circulation in and out of the Arctic
Ocean is extremely restricted, due to the shallowness
of the Bering Strait and of the straits near Iceland.
Similarly, Antarctica is an isolated continent. Both

1963 by Scientific

situations favor the development of an ice cap. If a pole
was in a wide open ocean, the cold water would tend to
sink to the bottom and flow away, so that an ice cap
might not form. Even if it did, the oceanic circulation
would be different from that which we know today. As
a consequence the earth's climates would probably be
much more uniform.

Finally, it would seem possible that this same
convection mechanism also furnishes a general

explanation of the cause of mountain building. Since
the a itinents are more radioactive than the oceans,
they act as thermal blankets; thus (Figure 5-A)one
would expect to see convection currents rising under
the continents, going to cool under the oceans and
descending in the middle, This, indeed, was the picture
which was popular in the 1930's, but which subsequent
data have shown to be erroneous. Is then our basic
physics wrong? No. The error is in believing that the
world has always been as we see it today.

Perhaps what has happened (Figure 5)is that when
continents were together in a super-continent, a
convection current did rise at their center (A).
Eventually this current rifted the super-continent in two
(B), carrying each half far away, like Africa and South
America (C). Thus, the conditions that had given rise
to the convection currents were changed; the thermal
blanket was torn in two, so to speak. This effect took
many millions of years to make itself felt, but eventually
it did, and the convection currents reversed themselves
(D), carrying with them the two continents. Eventually
they collided (E), folding the sediments which had
accumulated along their margins, and creating
mountains. After further millions of years, the process
could be repeated. I need hardly emphasize how
schematic this view is, but it seems to offer in some
cases at least the elements of a mechanism of
mountain-building. It would be fun to try it on a
computer. It could be done in a short time...
geologically speaking.

For further reading:

Continents Adrift, (Readings from Scientific American), W.H.
Freeman and Co., 172 pp., 1972.

Bird, J. M. and lsacks, B. (Ed.), Plate Tectonics, American
Geophysical Union, Washington, D.C., 1972.

A. Primitive stage

 I. 

0=1
B. Rifting stage

C. First oceanic stage

D. Second oceanic stage

E. Orogenic stage

and back to A.

Fig. 5 Stages in convection and mountain building.
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Reverberations 
Sallyport:

The Self-Study report has come out, and its
appearance prompts this letter. After
studying the report and its source
documents, we have reached a conclusion
we think everyone interested in Rice's
future should consider. We believe that Rice
should either drop intercollegiate athletics
altogether or consider pursuing only major-
college basketball a la Marquette, Oral
Roberts, Providence, and certain other small
private universities. This is a very emotional
issue, and those concerned, whether for or
against athletics, tend not to listen to any
discussion. But the issue is sufficiently
important for all to consider the arguments
for both sides.
What are the usual arguments for

supporting big-time (NCAA Division I)
athletics in all the sports we follow? First,
there's the hope of earning money for the
University. However, from 1971-73, the
Athletic Department lost $450+ thousand
yearly (if net tuition income at the average
rate for all students is included; see p. 184,
AAC section, Self-Study report). The counter-
argument is that with winning teams, Rice
would make money. On the contrary, the
examples of Oklahoma University (Sports
Illustrated, 3/11/74, p. 8), the University
of Texas (Sports Illus., 4/1/74, p. 20), and
the University of Tennessee, which have very
successful teams, show us "how close to
financial thin ice even major athletic powers
with lush TV revenues are skating these
days" (Chronicle of Higher Education,
10/9/73, p. 3). The NCAA is changing its
rules in an effort to save its members money,
but we would argue that 1) these changes
will save Rice relatively little, 2) we will face
the same stiff pro competition, and 3) the
profit-loss column is not the only criterion
by which the value of the Athletic Department
is to be judged, albeit an important one.
Before we leave the subject of money, let

us make a few more points. First, since 1968
Rice has dropped from 22nd to 89th in
average faculty compensation, and in 1973
the faculty received no pay raise. Second,
we face increasing competition in Houston
for future entertainment dollars, and with
only twenty thousand total alumni, Rice must
draw heavily from the general community.
Third, of the eight schools with the
most endowment dollars per student
(1972), only Rice supports major-college
teams in basketball, football, track and
baseball. In fact, there are only two private
universities in America that can even field
strong teams in more than one major sport:
Notre Dame is unique because of its
tremendous tradition and its Irish and
Catholic group identification. USC is unlike
Rice in that Los Angeles is a tremendously
lucrative sports market (much more so than
Houston), and the USC alumni, a very large
group relative to our alumni, tend to settle
in Los Angeles. Rice is also the smallest
school in the country playing big-time
football.
Another supposed value of the program is

publicity. However, Johns Hopkins, MIT,
Cal Tech, and so forth don't need to pursue
this kind of publicity. Perhaps if we dedicated
our limited resources to academic excellence
we would not need to pursue this kind either.
We also believe that our admissions problems
would be better served by diverting into
academics some of the funds we would save
by dropping major-college sports.
There is one last argument for the Athletic

Department as it now stands: it provides a
free education for the athlete. But if we
want to provide subsidized education, why

can't the money go directly to the Financial
Aid Office? We would thereby save the
overhead of numerous coaches' salaries. A
similar reply can be made to the argument
that our sports bring us a more balanced
student body: direct the money into
minorities recruitment and financial aid.
However, we think the biggest reason Rice

continues to support our level of athletics
despite financial problems is people simply
like having a team to cheer. This seems to us
to be a question of values, and we value a
vigorous Rice University more than we
value competing athletically with UH and UT.
We have one last reason for dropping our

present athletic program-a reason that is
difficult to discuss. Despite the many fine
young men who come each year to get an
education and play football, the realities of
big-time football are such that most of the
team's members remain apart. (The athletes
not in football fit in much better; football
contains certain inherent problems.) Even
those who sincerely want to be involved in
the Rice community aren't given a decent
chance: they're treated as children, isolated,
ridiculed, and usually no one talks to them
about anything but sports. Naturallythey react
with bitterness. As just one consequence of
the problems they face, the football players
are involved in half the Honor Council cases,
although they are roughly 10% of the student
body. We've left out the academic problems
they face; you can check those figures in
the Self-Study report.
There is a possible alternative to keeping

or dropping all our intercollegiate sports,
although we're not sure of its feasibility. We
could choose to phase out football and all
other sports and pursue just basketball on
a big-time level. (Club sports, such as the
present soccer, rugby, and volleyball teams,
could continue as they are, as would the
Health & Phys. Ed. Department and the gym).
Pursuing only basketball would require our
dropping out of the Southwest Conference.
It would further entail a large initial
investment in renovating Autry Court.
Alternatively, we could play our home games
in the Houston Civic Auditorium scheduled
for completion by the 1975-76 basketball
season. Either way, we would also face a
continuing investment in a much greater
basketball recruiting budget, and whether
our overall investment in basketball would
be returned in such a case we can't say
for sure.
Even without a football team, we could

continue to rent the stadium for high school
and perhaps college games. Thus our
investment in the stadium would not be
wasted. Finally, the Texas Medical Center is
desperate for parking space, and perhaps
we should pursue renting a large section of
the stadium lot during business hours as a
TMC satellite lot.
Of course there are disadvantages to

phasing out sports. For instance, who would
not miss the MOB? But helping Rice be a
place of ideas, and of growth-to us that
means much more. By breaking with a
tradition that is now hurting us, we could so
help Rice. Please consider it.

Brian Kirkpatrick, Wiess '74
Nancy Boothe Parker '52, director, Woodson
Research Center, Fondren Library

Neil Havens '56, associate professor of fine
arts and master of Jones College

Stanley M. Besen, professor of economics
M. Lea Rudee, professor of materials science*

*Dr. Rudee, immediate past-master of Wiess
College, resigned his position at Rice this
summer to accept appointment as Provost

of the Fourth College at the University of
California, San Diego.

Sallyport:

Without a moment's delay, I want to
congratulate you on the piece on the Sewall
house. In my opinion, it's first-rate, that's all.

Mary E. Johnston BA '41
New York, N.Y.

Sallyport:

I am concerned with the apparent endless
string of success stories in the "Class Notes."
Is nobody ever out of work? I have taken
another degree in library science from the
University of Missouri, but additional degrees
are by no means better guarantees for
,employment. Job-hunting through personal
visits has one advantage, however, which I
would like to share with Sallyport readers,
and that is the high regard people in leading
positions are holding for Rice University; it
looks good on any resume.
Karl-Heinz W. Boewe PhD '69
Livermore, California

Sallyport:

We must concur with the community reaction
of disgust over the handling of Mrs. Sewall's
bequest to the university.

First, it seems to us outrageous that
anyone should suggest that the condition of
the Sewall house and estate, except for
surface blemishes such as tall grass or
overgrown gardens, was anything but
excellent at the time of Mrs. Sewall's death.
We have been in that house dozens of times
during the period from 1968 to 1972, and on
each visit were more impressed with some
newly discovered feature of the house and
grounds. It is highly unlikely that in the
fourteen months that passed from our last
visit to the time Miss Franklin turned the
property over to Rice that its condition
changed in any important way. In fact we
suspect quite the contrary. Miss Franklin
is an extremely conscientious and
responsible individual who had very deep
ties with both Mrs. Sewall and the estate,
and in fact worked full time from the time of
Mrs. Sewall's death until she left in
December, 1973, making sure that everything
was in order. We have no doubt that Rice
acquired the house in excellent condition,
but this leads to a much more crucial
question.
How could the University, the recipient

of the $3.75 million Sewall Hall and two
endowed professorships, deny to the memory
of Mrs. Sewall the upkeep of her property
until a buyer could be found? We are appalled
that the cherished home of someone whose
gifts to the university were so generous
could suffer such treatment. The Sallyport
article says that the university could not
afford the upkeep. Hogwash! Maybe we
should have planned to convert the estate
to squash courts-and then see if the money
were forthcoming. It was only a few years
ago that the Board saw fit to loan a gigantic
sum to build an outhouse over the end of
football stadium. If that loan is ever collected
it will still represent a great investment by
the university for a gain measured only in
infinitesimal units. The cost of maintaining
the Sewall estate until a buyer could be
found would have paid off handsomely. An
investment of at most $100,000 would have
returned $1 to $1.5 million in a short period
of time. Surely redrawing the lot would not
be such a burden.

It seems to boil down to a matter of
priorities, and of respect ... We hope it will
be our pleasure, and the pleasure of all
friends of the university to read in a short
time a much different article in the Sallypon
reporting a profitable disposition of the
Sewall House, and expressing the
appreciation of the university for the
generosity of Blanche Harding Sewall.
John J. Turner, Baker '71
Susan W. Turner, Brown '72
Ithaca, N.Y.

It is not Sallyport's job to run interference
for the University; Rice doesn't ask it or
expect it. Nor is it this editor's intention that
Sallyport's credibility be damaged during
his tenure. What is printed is the truth, as
best we are able to uncover it. When we do
print something that is speculation, we label
it accordingly (e.g. June-August Sallyport,
page 6, column 1, paragraph 2).
And, incidentally, the facts and figures

revealing just how well the R-Room and Ow
Club are doing might shock you. After
payment on the loan last year, $50,000 was
given to the University General Fund;
$60,000 is budgeted for this year. -Ec

Sallyport:

I am proud to be a Rice alumna, for it was
Rice that gave me the inspiration and means
by which I could develop latent talents that
led me to the PhD in Philosophy from the
University of California at Berkeley in 1941.
Without the excellent background in
philosophy given to me by Dr. Tsanoff, and
by Dr. Charles W. Morris, I doubt that I
would have felt as competent to push on to
the PhD as I did.

In one way I'm an exemplar of a "pioneer"
in "Women's lib," though I certainly didn't
know it at the time. When I applied for
admission to graduate school at Berkeley,
the feeling was expressed that women didn't
do well in philosophy. But there were all
those A's from Rice, and the reputation of
Rice as being primarily a "man's school,"
to back me up. I went on to "justify" their
confidence in me by publishing a book,
Probability, Confirmation and Simplicity
(with Michael Martin), and a monograph
Conceptual Revolutions: Newton, Darwin
and Freud (California History Center).
Even all those math courses required at

Rice when I was an undergraduate paid off,
for I worked as a technical editor at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory for five
years. But teaching philosophy turned out
to be my primary love, and I have done
that for more years than I care to enumerate
Maybe some of Tsanoff's longevity
has rubbed off on me, or maybe it's
just true that philosophers live a long time!

I would love to come back and visit Rice
and see all the changes that have occurred
there and meet some of the "old grads" as
well as the more recent ones.
Rice gave me my "chance," and I'll always

have a warm spot in my heart for all the gooc
learning it afforded me. It opened doors in
so many areas, at a time when the
opportunities for young women in education
were very limited indeed.

Marguerite H. Foster BA '30
Palo Alto, California

P. S. McCant's Notebook is very interesting.
One of the "fun" memories I have of Rice
was wearing gardenias to class (especially in
biology on the days that we were doing
dogfish!). I'm sure this was strictly a female
strategy to overcome the smell
of formaldehyde.
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News and
notices
Engineering alumni to honor
George R. Brown

During Homecoming weekend in 1966, George
R. Brown and his wife, Alice, were given the
Alumni Gold Medal Distinguished Service Award.
This homecoming weekend Brown, former
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and
contributor of over eight million dollars to Rice, will
be given the first Annual Rice Engineering Alumni
Outstanding Engineer Award.

George Brown was a student at Rice Institute in
1917-18. He transferred to the Colorado School of
Mines and received his mining engineer's degree
there in 1922. An injury in a mine cave-in in
Montana later that year convinced him to go to work
for Brown and Root, a partnership begun by his
brother and brother-in-law. The Brown brothers
incorporated in 1929, after Root's death, with
George as Executive Vice President.
Today, Brown & Root, Inc., is the largest

engineering/construction company in the nation,
according to a poll conducted by Engineering
News-Record. The company has completed

' hundreds of jobs around the world, including a wide
variety of industrial facilities, highways, dams,
bridges, tunnels, power plants, pulp and paper
mills, chemical process plants, refineries, offshore
platforms, pipelines and manufacturing plants.
Brown is Chairman of the Board of both Brown &

Root and Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation,
a company which he formed. His engineering
achievements have been recognized in such
honors as the Moles Award (1968), the highest
honor in the field of heavy construction, and the
Golden Beaver Award for Management (1969),
given by an organization comprised of builders of
dams, bridges, tunnels, canals and other heavy
construction in the West. Brown holds a life
membership in the American Society of Civil
Engineers and is a Registered Professional
Engineer.
Other honors accorded Mr. Brown have included

the Distinguished Achievement Medal, an honorary
degree of Doctor of Engineering, and membership
in Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity,
from the Colorado School of Mines; a Certificate of
Merit from the President of the United States for
his efforts during World War II; and the "Key
Houstonian of the Year" award from the Houston
Board of Realtors in 1970.
Brown's best-known contribution to Rice—

building Rice Stadium at cost, saving the university
approximtely a quarter of a million dollars—is only
one small example of his generosity and service to
the school. Brown instigated the purchase of the
Rincon Oil Field which has shown returns of
millions of dollars. When he headed Rice's first
capital fund campaign the goal of $33 million
dollars was reached in less than three years.
The Brown Engineering Development Grant,

given in 1968 through the Brown Foundation, has
proved to be one of the greatest boosts to Rice
engineering in recent years. In the face of declining

engineering enrollments, $4.5 million was granted
to undergraduate engineering, with a $160,000
yearly income which has improved and enlarged
the engineering departments.

Restricted to the undergraduate program, the
grant supplies money for scholarships, recruiting
trips, publications and a movie whi,ch was
completed last year.
The top third of the engineering students who

are offered admission each year are also offered
a Brown Scholarship of $250 or $500, based on
merit. Another portion of the grant money goes to
support a self-help work program in which students
are employed by the engineering departments.

Hackerman elected chairman
NSF Board
President Norman Hackerman has been

elected to a two year term as chairman of
of the National Science Foundation Board.
Hackerman was elected by the members of the
twenty-four-man board and sworn in on Thursday,
September 19. Hackerman and his fellow board
members constitute the policy-making arm of the
National Science Foundation. The purposes of the
foundation are to increase the nation's base of
scientific knowledge; to encourage research in
areas that can lead to improvements in economic
growth, productivity, and environmental quality; to
promote international cooperation through science;
and to develop and help implement science
education programs that can better prepare the
nation for the challenges of the decades ahead.

Dr. Hackerman's reappointment for a second six
year term on the board was confirmed by the U.S.
Senate last week.

SMU Dean praises Rice
Southern Methodist University's new dean of

the School of Humanities and Sciences, Dr. A.
Lee MacAlester, said recently that in his opinion.
Rice is the only university doing a first rate job of
providing general education in the southwest and
urged private universities to follow its example.
MacAlester said that SMU and other private

universities should stop trying to teach vocational
training which is "best done in other sorts of
institutions, most particularly at the burgeoning,
publicly supported community colleges, state
colleges and state universities"and offer a
curriculum which would best serve those "who
have the ability, background and potential to
become not merely society's junior managers and
technicians, necessary as these are, but its leaders."

School days, school daze
The sixty-third academic year has begun. Some

3300 Rice students, including 673 freshmen, 93
transfers and 269 new graduate students, began
classes during the week of August 26.

"Rice is no better than its entering class,"
President Hackerman told the Society of Rice
University Women recently, and this class has a
numberof distinguishing features. First, though
not perhaps most important, it is larger than
anticipated; more than the expected number of
students accepted admission and enrolled.
Among the entering class are 133 National Merit

Scholars and seven National Achievement
Scholars. According to Dr. Hackerman, this should
rank the Rice class "about sixth in the country in
absolute numbers and probably first on a
percentage scale." Last year's entering class had
90 National Merit Scholars the '72 freshman class
had 56.
Another distinguishing feature of this entering

class is the proportion of women: 33 percent. This
represents an increase of four percent over last
year and ten percent over 1972. Further, 32 of the
191 entering engineers (16 percent) are women;
this is a remarkable proportation even for a school
that does not have a reputation as a men's institution.

The diverse and cosmopolitan nature of the
freshman class is in part reflected by the
geographical distribution; 40 states and 17 foreign
countries and represented. The class has the usual
large number of high school valedictorians and
salutatorians. The Scholastic Aptitude Test scores,
though still very respectable, (the average for the
class is 655), continue to slip slightly, following
a national trend.

A total of $800,000 in financial aid has been
allotted to the class; 62 percent of the entering
students are receiving some University money.

New faculty includes composer-
in residence, five women

Rice welcomes 38 new faculty members this
semester, among them a new composer-in-
residence and five women in the fields of
mathematics, philosophy, French and Italian,
sociology and music.

Paul Cooper, professor of music and the
University's first composer-in-residence, comes
from the.University of Cincinnati with a
distinguished teaching and composing career to
his credit. Anne Schnoebelen, new associate
professor of music, is also from the University of
Cincinnati and is a specialist in 17th and 18th
century Bolognese music.

Assistant Professor Meera M. Blattner comes to
the Mathematical Sciences department from
Harvard, where she has been a research fellow in
applied mathematics. Deborah H. Nelson, formerly
a teacher at the Western College in Oxford, Ohio,
has joined the French and Italian faculty as an
assistant professor. Deborah Modrak, currently at
work on a PhD from the University of Chicago,
joins the Philosophy Department as an instructor.

Rose Marie Brewer, visiting assistant professor in
the Sociology Department, will be contributing to
the faculty with her interests in social change and
mobility, the Black community, political and urban
sociology, ethnic relations and social stratification.

There are also three new adjunct professors of
architecture on the faculty this fall, six new
members of the Economics and Accounting faculty
and two new Electrical Engineering faculty
members. In the Geology Department there are
three new adjunct professors and one adjunct
assistant professor. Mathematical Science has two
new faculty members and Mathematics has five.
The Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering and Materials Science has a new
visiting assistant professor and Military Science
and Philosophy each have two new members.

The Departments of Physics, Political Science,
Psychology and Spanish. Portuguese and Classics
each have one new faculty member. And the Fine
Arts Department has added Dr. Wayne Begley, the
first holder of the Andrew W. Mellon Professorship
in the Humanities to its faculty (see story, page11).

Alumni to honor playwright
Greanias as Wilson opens
The Association of Rice Alumni Sub-Committee

on the Arts invites you to attend the first public
performance of Wilson, a play by George Greanias
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'70, on Saturday, October 12, at 8 p.m. in the Alley
Theatre. A reception in honor of the playwright will
be held following the performance in the Alley
Board Room.
Admission covering both the play and the

reception is $4.75 per person. Checks should be
sent by October 7 to the Association of RiceAlumni:
Arts, P.O. Box 1982, Houston, 77001. Tickets may
be picked up at the Alley Box Office prior to the
performance. Alley subscribers may exchange their
tickets by mailing them to: Mrs. Nancy Bell, Alley
Theatre, 615 TexasAvenue, Houston 77002.

Accounting Program Expanded
The creation of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate

School of Administration, named after the Houston
philanthropist who founded Houston Endowment,
Inc., was announced in June by J. H. Creekmore,
president of Houston Endowment, and Herbert
Allen, Rice Board of Governors' chairman. (See

News and Notices, June-
July-August Sallyport).
As a forerunner
of the new school,
Dr. Robert R. Sterling,
Jesse H. Jones Professor
of Management and
professor of accounting,
announced recently
that the accounting
program at Rice has
been expanded.

11
11
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11
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Robert Sterling

For the first time a master's degree in professional
accounting is being offered, beginning with the 14
students enrolled in the program this semester.
Sterling says no prototype was used for the new
program, whose most unique offering is a year-
long theory course which generalizes accounting.
He stated that plans are for accounting to occupy
one-third of the curriculum of the soon-to-be-
opened graduate school and for a master's in
administration to be offered.

Sterling served on the special faculty
committee which developed the basic plan and
curriculum for the new school. Citing Bureau of
Labor statistics which show 33,200 openings for
accountants next year, he said that there is a
desperate need for well-educated people in the
field. Sterling also said that studies have shown
that more top flight executives come from
accounting than from any other professional area,
with the legal profession placing second. Thus, the
goal of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Administration will be to take into account these
two facts to prepare potential chief executives.
The three major thrusts of the school will be
1. administrative law, 2. accounting/information
systems and 3. organization theory.
The establishment of the new school started with

an initial $5 million grant from Houston Endowment,
Inc. Total requirements amount to $15 million, the
balance to come from previous funds raised in a
drive in 1967-8 and from a future fund drive.
Approximately $7 million will be sought to assist
the funding.
Of the total amount, $13.8 million will be held as

endowment and combined with tuition revenues
to generate the new school's operating budget.
The remaining $1.2 million will be spent on capital
improvements and needed facilities for the school.

Enrollment in the new school will be "open to all
students of exceptional talent and promise
regardless of their major or where they received
their degree." Sterling expects the program to be
Popular among Rice engineering and science
students.

Dr. Sterling recently received the highest
research award in the field of accounting—the
1974 Gold Medal from the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants—for his article,
"Accounting Research, Education and Practice,"
published in the September 1973 Journal of
Accountancy. The annual award was once
previously conferred on Sterling for his article
"The Going Concern: An Examination," published
in the July 1968 Accounting Review.

Prior to his appointment to the Jones
professorship, Sterling was the Arthur Young
Distinguished Professor at the University of
Kansas. He has also been named a fellow by the
Ford Foundation, the National Science
Foundation, and the Ernst and Ernst Foundation.
He is currently director of research of the
American Accounting Association and has served
that Association and other organizations in a
number of important posts. He has authored five
books on accounting and is a frequent contributor
of research articles to learned journals.

Mellon Chair awarded to
Oriental art historian
An introduction to Oriental art, two courses on

the art of India and one on Chinese painting are
highlighting the course offerings in art history this
year, taught by Wayne E. Begley, the first holder
of the recently endowed Andrew W. Mellon
Professorship in the Humanities.

Dr. Begley, who will hold the professorship during
the 1974-75 year, is not only an art historian, but
an artist whose works have been widely exhibited
and are owned by such institutions as the Rose Art
Museum, Brandeis University and the Des Moines
Art Center. He is an associate professor of art
history at the University of Iowa, having taught
there since receiving his PhD in Oriental studies
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1966.

Begley, elected member of the American
Committee for South Asian Art and the American
Institute of Indian Studies, has traveled extensively
in India and Ceylon where he has done research
while holding several prestigious fellowships. The
author of numerous catalogs and articles on Indian
and Islamic art, Begley wrote Vishnu's Flaming
Wheel: The Iconography of th Sudarsanacakra,
included in the monograph series of the College
Art Association and published by New York
University Press this year. He is currently writing
a book on the Taj Mahal.

Bach's organ works
to be performed
Wednesday evenings will be special this year

with Klaus-Christhart Kratzenstein, assistant
professor of music, presenting "The Complete
Organ Works of J.S. Bach," in a series of concerts.
Scheduled for 8 p.m., the concerts will be held in
both the Church of St. Vincent de Paul, 6800
Buffalo Speedway, Houston, and at Hamman Hall
on the Rice campus. The concerts are open to the
public free of charge and are scheduled to be
performed on the following dates:

St. Vincent's
Sept. 4
Oct. 9
Nov. 6
Dec. 4
Jan. 22
Feb. 19
Mar. 12
Apr. 23

Check the Sallyport's "Owlmanac" each month
for more complete information on the
individual concerts.

Rice
Sept. 18
Oct. 23
Nov. 20
Jan 8
Feb. 5
Mar. 26
Apr. 9

Dean's office reorganized
The Office of Dean of Students has been

discontinued following Dean Frederic Wierum's
resignation last May. Dean Wierum served as
Dean of Students from July 1969 to July 1974,
and he will remain on the faculty as an associate
professor of mechanical engineering and
aerospace engineering.
The responsibilities of the position have been

assumed by several different people. Dr. Samuel
Carrington, in the new position of Proctor, has
assumed the disciplinary functions. He is in charge
of all jurisdiction assigned to the Dean of Students
in the Judicial Code as well as honor Council cases
and traffic and parking appeals. He will also
provide information to students in securing legal
aid and is legal "proprietor" for the Graduate
Student Association pub and the proposed
undergraduate pub. The Proctor's office is located
in 101 Lovett Hall.

Mrs. Bonnie Hellums, has the new title

of Director of Student Activities and Personal
Counselor. She has taken over the functions
concerned with the Student Association and with
administrative supervision of the Health Service
while continuing as advisor to foreign students.
She and Dr. Robert Bell are jointly in charge of the
Office of Student Advising and student Activities.
Dr. Bell remains Director of Student Advising, and
now assumes duties as administrative officer for
the Psychiatric Service as well.

Dr. Bell has moved into the offices in the RMC
cloisters formerly occupied by Dean Wierum.

Parking, traffic and security have been
reassigned to the Manager of Campus Business
Affairs, Dr. Alexander Dessler, and is now known
as the Office of Traffic and Safety.

Fall film season rolling
at Media Center
The Media Center may be responsible for some

lack of sleep among Rice students this semester,
for they are presenting not one, but four important
film series for cinema connoisseurs. Complete
schedules of the films are available from the
Media Center, P.O. Box 1892, or phone
(713)528-4141.
The Silent Film Classics. Free admission, shown

on Wednesday evenings. See the classics that
held audiences spellbound in the 20's and 30's
and established film as an art form. Thrill to the
spectacle of "Intolerance," laugh at Chaplin in
"Gold Rush," and try to guess the secret of "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."
The next three series will cost $1.50 general

admission or $1 for Rice students, faculty or staff
with Rice identification. A book of 12 tickets can
be purchased for $12, a savings of $6, with
additional tickets only $1. These can then be used
at any showing in any series.
The New Third World Cinema. Latin America/

Africa. A rare chance for Houstonians to see the
powerful and vigorous new cinema being produced
in the emerging countries. Seventeen fiction and
documentary films.
The French Cine-Club. In collaboration with the

Alliance Francaise, the French Cultural Service
and the French departments of the University of
Houston and St. Thomas, the Media Center will
present a series of French language films with
English sub-titles. Coffee and discussion will
follow the showing on Sunday nights at 7:30. Two
outstanding examples: "The Little Theatre of Jean
Renoir" and "The Mother and the Whore."
American Independent and Underground Film

and Videotapes. The personal film-as-art
movement, often found obscure or difficult by
general audiences, has won enthusiastic support
at colleges and universities in the U.S. and
abroad. This series includes work by most of the
major figures of the independent film and
videotape movement: Andy Warhol, Paul
Morrissey, Jonas Mekas, Michael Snow, etc.

Rabson appointed to EREF
advisory position
Thomas A. Rabson '54, professor of electrical

engineering, has been appointed technical
adviser for the Energy Research and Education
Foundation (EREF). The announcement was
made by John L. Margrave, Dean of Advanced
Studies and Research, and James A. Clark,
president of EREF.

Rabson, a specialist in semiconductor
electronics, joined the faculty in 1959 after
completing his BA (1954), BS (1955), MA(1957)

and PhD (1959) degrees
at Rice. Work done under
his direction in the
Semiconductor Laboratory
led to a National Science
Foundation grant for the
Electrical Engineering
Department for the
establishment of the
Microelectronics
Laboratory.

Thomas A. Rabson '54

Rabson has served as consultant to a number
of businesses and has been the Rice
representative to the Atomic Industrial Forum
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since 1970 and Electrical Engineering
Graduate Adviser since 1965. He has published
more than 40 journal articles and holds
three patents.

Rabson's EREF appointment follows last
month's announcement of the foundation's
association with Rice and the transfer of their
research files and offices to the Fondren Library.
Formed in 1969, the EREF's primary objective
has been to educate the public about energy by
researching questions in the field. As well as
working with the general public and industry,
EREF has assisted the media in trying to clarify
the complex energy subject, working with writers
and filmmakers and assisting two networks in the
preparation of white papers on energy.
Margrave and Clark hope that the presence of

EREF on campus will provide mutual benefits by
encouraging increased interest and coordination
of energy research at Rice and by supplying the
EREF with technical information and experts to
expand its educational and informational role to
include more active involvement with energy-
related research at Rice.

Five students' films to be shown
in international film festival
Not long ago, a French film critic named Louis

Marcorelles was on campus, where he observed
the work of students in the use of super-8
synchronous sound film-making. Later, in a review
in the Parisian dailyLe Monde , he wrote about
what he saw here and remarked on how rapidly
Rice students acquire skills and facilities in
documentary sound shooting and editing.
Now Rice students will have a chance to show

their skill on the international screen. Five Rice
students' films have been invited to participate in
a Film Festival in Thonon-les-bains, France, on
October 3-12. MIT will be the only other American
university represented.
James Blue and David MacDougall, co-directors

of the Media Center, attribute the expertise of Rice
students to the ease and economy of their super-8
system, developed in part by Layne Whitehead and
A.C. Conrad MA '69. The system allows students
to receive first-hand experience at low cost and,
subsequently, Blue and McDougall are able to
help them work out concrete production and
aesthetic problems arising from their work.
Marcorelles, in his Le Monde article, said, "This
appears to have hastened the learning process.
In many schools, because of the cost, it takes a
student a year to get a chance to do a three
minute film."
The students responsible for the films are:

Adelaide Moorman (fifth year art), Tina Brawner
(a senior in art and architecture), Jess Eby
(architecture), Bill Blanton BA '69 and Frank
Brevoort BA '73. James Blue will demonstrate the
system used here and present the films to the
international audience.

Biochemist Palmer receives
$142,000 grant
Graham Palmer, professor of biochemistry, has

begun a research project entitled "Molecular
Mechanisms of Biological Redox Reactions." The
National Institute of General Medical Sciences is
supporting his work with an initial grant of
$142,484 and has indicated additional future
funding of $190,147.

"Electron transfer, or redox (oxidation
reduction), reactions are of fundamental
importance in living systems," says Palmer. "For
example, the mechanism whereby most living
species convert food into biologically useful
energy is a redox process. Two other essential
electron transfer processes are the conversion of
atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia by soil bacteria
and photosynthesis.
"In the recent past, we have acquired detailed

structural data on a variety of electron transfer
processes, but the acquisition of fundamental
understanding of the bioenergetic processes
involved has been painfully slow. The present
research is meant to help fill that gap. We plan to
characterize the basic principles in biologically
significant electron transfer systems by using a
variety of physicochemical approaches and a range
of biological materials."

Owlmanac 
"African Art as a Philosophy" Oct 3
An exhibit of photographs and sculp- thru
ture in Rice Museum. Hours: 10-5, Jan 19
Tues-Sat; Sun 12-6.

"Prints by Stanley William Hayter"
Sewall Hall Gallery. Hours: 12-5, Mon-
Fri.

The Real Inspector Hound
A play by Tom Stoppard, will be per-
formed by the Rice Players in Hamman
Hall at 8 p.m. For reservations, call
528-4554 or 528-4141, ext. 638. Admis-
sion for students or with Rice I.D. $1;
others $2.

Wilson 
A play by George Greanias '70 will be
presented at 8 p.m. in the Alley Theatre.
A reception honoring the playwright
will be held following this premiere
performance.

Thru
Oct 4

Thru
Oct 5

Homecoming 1974
Alumni will be returning to campus to & 26
enjoy class reunions, assemblies,
speeches, exhibits, food and drink,
with the exciting Rice-UT game Satur-
day night to top it all off. Don't miss it.

Oct 25

Football: Rice vs. Texas Tech Nov 2
Rice Stadium, 7:30 p. m.

The Complete Organ Works of
J.S. Bach
8 p.m. in Rice Memorial Chapel.

Nov 6

Football: Rice vs. Arkansas Nov 9
In Fayetteville, Arkansas

Oct 12 Society of Rice University Women
General meeting, 10 a.m. in the Kyle
Morrow Room at Fondren Library. Doug
Osborne will speak on "Women's Ath-
letics at Rice."

Football: Rice vs. Notre Dame Oct 12
In South Bend, Indiana

Concentus Musicus Oct 16
Hamman Hall at 8:30 p.m.

"Sculpture by Clement Meadmore"
Sewall Hall Gallery.

Oct 16
thru
Nov 27

Football: Rice vs. Southern Methodist Oct 19
In Dallas. The Dallas Area Club will
sponsor a pre-game party from 5 to
6:30 p.m. in Room 660 of the Ramada
Inn, 6060 N. Central Expressway.

The Complete Organ Works of
J.S. Bach
Performed by Klaus-Christhart Krat-
zenstein, assistant professor of music,
at 8 p.m. in Rice Memorial Chapel.
Eight to ten single pieces will be per-
formed each evening, with perform-
ances extending through April.

Nov 11

Football: Rice vs. Texas A& M Nov 16
In College Station.

Howard Hanson: "Notes from a
Composer's Notebook (I)"
A Brown Foundation-J. Newton Rayzor
Lecture. 8 p.m. in the Rice Memorial
Center.

Hanson: "Notes from a Composer's
Notebook (II)"
in the RMC at 8 p.m.

Nov 19

Nov 21

Football: Rice vs. Texas Christian Nov 23
Rice Stadium, 7:30 p.m.

Football: Rice vs. Baylor Nov 30
Oct 23 In Waco.

Film Classics
Contemporary and foreign feature films
are shown at 8 p.m. in the Media Cen-
ter Auditorium. Open to the public.

Wed,
Fri,
Sat
& Sun

Sallyport personals: better than a message in a bottle

Think of this Class Notes form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about
your life since graduation . .. and anything else you want to tell them is welcome, too. We
would like Class Notes to reflect the style, the interests, the causes and the ideas of those
whose paths crossed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.
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n A\ss NusEs
25-34
Lura Duff Elliston BA '28
writes that she is very active in the arts in
Fort Worth. She now serves on the Board of
the Fort Worth Art Museum as chairman of
the Committee for Scott Theater, which is
attached to the Museum. She is also a
member of the Board of the Ft. Worth Opera
Association (of which her late husband
Fred A. Elliston BA '28 was president) and
the Boards of the Ft. Worth Community
Theater and the Arts Council for the
Performing Arts. This latter group awarded
Mr. and Mrs. Elliston their "Patron of the
Arts" award in 1967, making the Ellistons
the first couple so honored.

Mrs. Elliston has one daughter, now
residing in Arkansas, and three grandsons.

Marguerite Herzik Foster BA '30
writes from Palo Alto, California, that the
background she received at Rice has
served her well during her career. She is
now teaching at De Anza College in the
Foothill Community College District, where
she is currently involved in a movement to
have the mandatory retirement rule changed.

Dr. Foster has three children, all college
graduates, and five grandchildren. She
recently wrote the Sallyport a long and
interesting letter which is reprinted in
Reverberations in this issue.

Margaret Crain Lowery BA '33
reports from Victoria, Texas, that she is
working harder now that she ever has and
receives no pay—"Grandmas seldom do.
She now has four married daughters and ten
grandchildren. Mrs. Lowery has been
president of the Junior Service League, of
which she is a charter member, the County
Welfare Board and twice president of the
Bronte club. She is currently president of
her local chapter of the Daughters of the
Republic of Texas and Representative for
District 7, having served on the D. R.T.
library committee, Alamo committee and
historical publications COMM thee.

45-54
Walker F. Johnston BS '45, ChE '47
has been named director of materials
research at the Research Center of Standard
Oil of Indiana at Naperville, Illinois. He and
his wife, Karen, along with their six children,
now live in Naperville.

Richard B. Westkaemper BS '49
was recently elected president of the
Association of California State University
Professors. Westkaemper is Dean of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation and
Leisure Studies at San Francisco State
University.

Roy S. Simpson BA '50
has been named vice president of the Ivor B.
Clark Co. of Texas, Inc., a Houston-based
mortgage firm. Simpson previously was
regional vice president for First Mortgage
Advisory Company. He is married and has
four children.

R. Dale Biggs BS '50
has been named director of the Engineering,
Laboratory in Central Research, Dow
Chemical U.S.A. in Midland, Michigan.
Biggs joined Dow in 1956 as a senior
research engineer in the Physical Research
Laboratory and served as research manager
in the Engineering Laboratory from 1971 to
January 1974 when he was named acting
director. Biggs received his MS (1951) and
his PhD (1954) in chemical engineering at
the University of Michigan.

Pat H. Moore BA '52
has been named president of Fluor Services,
Inc., the Houston-based engineering and
construction firm.

Robert Brugger MA '53, PhD '55
recently became director of the University
of Missouri's research reactor facility. He
was formerly manager of the nuclear
technology division of Aerojet Nuclear
Company, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Commenting on the appointment, the
University President said: "He is an
internationally known authority in neutron
physics. He has broad supervisory
experience in reactor operations, in basic
physics experimentation, and in
supervision of both theoretical and applied
nuclear research. He is thus particularly
well prepared to direct the University's
reactor facility."

Prior to joining Aerojet, Dr. Brugger was
with Idaho Nuclear Company and with the
Phillips Petroleum Company in its atomic
energy division. While with Phillips, he
spent two years in the United Kingdom
Energy Research Establishment in Harwell,
England. Dr. Brugger has served on
several A. E.G. committees and is the author
or co-author of some 50 publications and 70
technical presentations.

Dr. Brugger is married to the former
Barbara Lett of Pueblo, Colorado, and they
have two children. .

Phil M. Perry BA '54 and
Nancy Sullivan Perry BA '56
were recently spotlighted in an article in the
Portland (Maine) Evening Express. Nancy is
the incoming president of Junior League of
Portland and Phil is a partner in Allen, Greig
and Perry, Inc., a firm which specializes in
John Deere construction equipment. Nancy
is "half way there" on a master's degree in
education and busy with Phil Jr., Pamela,
Patrick and Paula. Natives of Texas, they
tried Maine, California, Virginia and Rhode
Island before deciding "that where we
REALLY wanted to be forever was close to
Portland, Maine."

Robin J. Robinson BA '54
is now the operations manager in the
production division of Esso Europe, Inc.,
headquartered in London. Robin began his
career with Exxon in 1959.

55-59
Lazar J. Greenfield '55
was recently appointed chairman of the
Medical College of Virginia Department of
Surgery at Virginia Commonwealth
University, Dr. Greenfield, formerly
professor of surgery at the University of
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center and chief
of surgical services at the Veterans
Administration Hospital in Oklahoma City,
has become a nationally known research
surgeon noted for his innovative surgical
techniques, particularly in the area of
thoracic surgery.

Robert R. Robertson, Jr. BA '55
has become The Houston Club's thirty-
ninth president, by election of the board
of directors on which he serves. Manager
of the national department for First City
Bank Group (Houston) and a director of
First State Bank of Clear Lake City, he is
active in civic affairs and Rice activities. He
has served on the Rice University Fund
Council, the Research Sponsorship
Program, the Alumni Association executive
board, and is now chairman of President
Hackerman's Alumni Committee on the
Self-Study.

David R. Dillehay BA '58
writes from Marshall, Texas: "My wife's name
is Marilyn Heath Dillehay and I have a 16
year old son, David, and a 15 year old
daughter, Janet. I am a project engineer
for Thiokol Corporation. Thiokol is
operating contractor of Longhorn Army
Ammunition Plant. I have published four
papers on pyrotechnic research and hold
two patents with two patents pending. Last
summer my wife and I attended a
pyrotechnic conference in Toulon, France,
at the invitation of the French Ministry
of Defense."

60-64
Sandy Grabiner BA '60
was recently appointed associate professor
of mathematics at Pomona College in
Claremont, California. Dr. Grabiner has
held teaching positions at Harvard, Texas
,Christian University, University of Texas,
North Texas State University, and
Sommerville Massachusetts Settlement
House,

James A. Hirshfield, Jr. BA '60
writes: "After reading the summer issue, I
decided to drop a note as to my whereabouts
the last few years. Two years ago, I sold my
Seattle-area cable television company to
Teleprompter Corporation. I recently took
the job of vice president and controller of
the Seattle-First National Bank, which
should cement my ties to the Pacific
Northwest. My wife Mary is from the area,
and we have two small children."

C.L. Hull BA '61
has been promoted to senior technical sales
representative in the elastomers department
of the Exxon Chemical Company. He is
located in Boston.

Douglas Marvin McEachern PhD '61
writes that he is on sabbatical leave during
the 1974-75 academic year at the
Thermochemistry Laboratory of the
University of Lund, Sweden. He is a
professor of chemistry at the Center for
Research of the National Polytechnic
Institute in Mexico City.

John S. E. Jiannas BA '62
was recently awarded the Navy
Commendation Medal for his duties as
executive officer aboard the Ocean Escort
USS Brumby (DE-1044). Lt. Cmdr. Jiannas
and his family are currently assigned to the
NATO headquarters at Casteau, Belgium.

Donald R. Kirks BA '64
and Jan McNatt Kirks BA '65
are currently living in Piedmont, California,
with their children John, age 5, and Julia,
age 2. Jan writes that "Don has accepted a
position as staff pediatric radiologist at
Children's Hospital Medical Center in
Oakland. He also has been appointed
assistant clinical professor of radiology at
the University of California Medical Center
in San Francisco."

Doris Gayle Holberg Bickers BA '64
recently received this distinction in a news
release from the University of Nebraska
Medical Center: "Dr. Gayle H. Bickers was
appointed an assistant professor of
radiology. Dr. Bickers has been a senior
fellow and post-doctoral fellow in pediatric
radiology at the University of Cincinnati.
He (sic) took residencies at the University
of Cincinnati and the University of
Washington. Dr. Bickers received his doctor

of medicine degree from Duke University
and his baccalaureate degree from Rice
University." Congratulations, Gayle, on what
your Public Information Department must
look upon as a distinctly unfeminine honor.

65-69
Michael H. Stern BA '65
is now a dentist practicing in Houston. He
received his DDS from the University of
Tennessee in 1971 and has served on the
staff of St. Judethildren's Hospital in
Memphis and the University of Tennessee
College of Dentistry. Currently, he is
working toward his PhD in experimental
pathology at the University of Texas
Graduate School of Biomedical Science in
Houston and, concurrently, a certificate in
Endodontics at the University of Texas
Dental Branch. He maintains a private
practice one day a week.
His wife, Reva, is an RN working in

psychiatry at Ben Taub General Hospital.
They have a ten-month old son, Adam.

Jerry W. Vaughan BA '65
writes from Anaheim: "Judy and I have
managed to survive the earthquakes in
Southern California the past four years and
are otherwise enjoying the West Coast. I
am now manager of Joint Venture Pipelines
with Atlantic Richfield Company in
Los Angeles."

William P.Z. German ll BA '66 Barch '66
MArch Urban Design '74
writes: "After six years as a Navy pilot,
stationed in California, Florida and Texas,
I returned to Rice for a Master's in Urban
Design. Opening a new office in
Jacksonville, Florida, for the Urban Design
Team, I'll be involved in the planning and
design of land development projects
throughout the southeast U. S."

Barney Giesen BA '67
has started a real estate firm called "Grass-
Roots," in Houston. He and Karen Nelson
Giesen BA '66 live near Rice and have two
sons, Will, 21/2, and Matt, 8 months.

Lawrence Monroe Jordan BA '67
spent two years at the University of
Michigan after graduation from Rice and
three years at Yale, where he completed his
PhD in organic chemical research. He taught
at Haverford University in Philadelphia in
1972-73 and did a year of Post Doctorate
Research at Stanford in 1973-74. He joined
the faculty of Auburn University this
September. Larry married the former Sue
Sarlis, a graduate of Ohio Weslayan
College, in 1971.

Robert A. A. La Chance, Jr., BA '67
writes from Boise: "Aside from keeping up
with my wife, Bev, Christopher (21/2 years
old) and my business, I've devoted all efforts
and spare time to the development of a zero
gravity toilet! Again, my sincere thanks to
NASA, the Space Science Department and,
most of all, to Gary and Linda Neptune ('67),
Arthur Rogers, Steve Wood ('67) and Bob
Timme ('67). Please call me collect."

Michael H. MaLafferty BCom '67
was awarded the degree of master of
international management from American
Graduate School of International
Management in Glendale, Arizona, recently.
American Graduate School of International
Management is the only school in the
United States devoted exclusively to
training men and women for international
careers.
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George H. Gilpin PhD '67
was recently appointed assistant professor
of English at the University of Miami. He is
the author of a book on Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, Strategy of Joy.

David C. Shannon BA '68
was recently promoted to assistant vice
president of Texas Commerce Bank. He
joined Texas Commerce in 1972 after
working for Signal Oil & Gas

Steven L. Frakes BA '68
and Linda Hinton Frakes '69
write: "We have had a baby girl, Stephanie
Lynn, April 26, 1974, who joins our 21/2 year
old twin boys, Lincoln and Spencer. Linda
stays busy at home and Steven sells
computers with IBM. We hope everyone
will join Common Cause: The Frakes live
in Houston.

Ronald G. Brown BA '68
and Carol Little Brown BA '68, MA '70
write from Austin: "We are pleased to
announce the birth of our first child,
Stephen Gillespie, on May 6. He has
changed our lives completely and is a
source of much amazement and delight.
Ron received a PhD in German from UT on
May 18 and will be teaching at UT this
academic year. Carol left her job as
Services Director with Texas Information
Service at the end of April and is now at
home enjoying Stephen's babyhood with
him. She plans to begin some part-time
tutoring and editing work this fall."

Robert Bonner BA '69
and Mary Aanstoos Bonner BA '69
were recently married in Taylor, Texas. Bob
will be at the University of Goettingen in
Germany in a post-doctoral position this
fall, after receiving his PhD in biophysics

from Hopkins. Mary will be writing her
master's thesis in comparative literature,
dealing with the French-Canadian
contemporary novel.

70-74
Robert J. Card BA '70
graduated June 1 from Tulane University
School of Medicine. He was winner of the
Upjohn Achievement Award for the student
deemed worthy of special recognition by
the committee on student affairs; the C.V.
Mosby Company Medical Book Award for
outstanding performance as a medical
student; and is a member of Alpha Omega
Alpha Honorary Medical Society. Bob is at
Parkland Hospital in Dallas doing an
internship in internal medicine.

Keith O'Gorman BA '70
writes: "I recently married the former Eleanor
Law of San Antonio and we now reside at
331 Robin Hood. I continue to practice law
in San Antonio, where I recently was
elected a director of the Junior Bar
Association. My life has evolved into the
typical day to day existence of middle class
America. I hope all my friends will come see
us when they come to San Antonio."

Robert C. van Zant BA '70
and Melinda Spencer van Zant BA '69
have moved to Baltimore with their
daughter, Angela. Bob recently graduated

W. Bart Cunningham BS '21
of 3771 Elmore, Houston, died
recently.

Edward H. Austin BS '27
died July 29, 1974, in San Antonio.
He was the former chairman of the
San Antonio City Water Board and
was prominent in investment banking
circles. He is survived by his wife
Mary Davis Austin, two daughters, a
son, two sisters and four
grandchildren.

Fred W. Jackson BA '47
died August 30 in Houston. An
accountant for Exxon, Mr. Jackson is
survived by his wife and three sons.

John Joseph Fritz
died August 21, 1974. He was the
former Athletic Equipment Room
Manager at Rice. Fritz is survived by
his wife, a brother and two sisters.

William R. Peters
Chief Electronics Technician,
Department of Electrical Engineering,
died Saturday, September 14, 1974,
after an extended illness. Bill had
been with Rice since 1956, and has
many friends on the staff and among
present and former students.

A number of friends have expressed
a desire to establish an appropriate
"Bill Peters Memorial Fund" in lieu
of the traditional gift of flowers. In
view of his active participation in
sports, it was considered desirable to
make a gift toward the planned new
facilities in physical education,
provided some appropriately identified
item can be determined. Professor
Paul Pfeiffer, Department of
Mathematical Sciences, has agreed
to serve as treasurer. Checks should
be made to "Bill Peters Memorial
Fund."

Professor McKillop dies
Alan Dugald McKillop, professor

emeritus of English and an active
member of the Rice faculty for over
49 years, died in Houston on Monday,
August 5.
A native of Lynn, Massachusetts,

Alan McKillop graduated summa cum
laude from Harvard University in
1913, majoring in philosophy. He
went on to take his PhD in English
there in 1920. In September of that
year the young Doctor came to
Houston and to a young Rice Institute.
As Dr. McKillop's reputation

developed in stature, so did that of
Rice's English Department. McKillop

from Baylor Medical School and is
entering a three year residency in family
medicine at Franklin Square Hospital in
Baltimore.

Terry Olson Key BA '71
writes: "We have been in Corpus Christi,
Texas, about a year now. Am presently with
Brown & Root, Inc. at the second unit of the
Barney M. Davis Power Plant as chief
project engineer. Both boys (Kevin, 5, and
Kyle, 3) have recently celebrated birthdays.
We are living on Padre Island, one-half
block from the water—pray for surf and no
Hurricanes!! Like to hear from Corpus-area
Rice-ites."

Roy Brabham BA '72
"married Pamela Sanders of Baton Rouge,
La. on August 10, 1974. She is currently in
her final year of nursing school and I am a
senior at LSU School of Medicine in
Shreveport. Anyone knowing how I can get
in touch with Billy Barksdale please
contact me at 1648-C Edwin, Shreveport,
71103."

Michael S. Jindra BA '72
is now a Marine first lieutenant. He recently
reported for duty at the Marine Corps Air
Station in Yuma, Airzona.

James W. Mehrmann BS '72
has deployed to the Mediterranean aboard
the destroyer USS Harold J. Ellison,
operating as a component of the Sixth Fleet.
Between at-sea operations, Mehrmann is
scheduled to visit Spain, Italy and France,
before returning to his homeport at
Norfolk, Virginia

Gary Paul Fischer BS '73
and Denise Reineke Fischer BA '73
were married on August 10, 1974. They are

Deaths

now making their home in Cincinnati, Ohio,
Where Gary is employed by Procter and
Gamble and Denise is employed by the
Social Security Administration.

Chris Headstream BA '73, MCE '73
writes that he has been working for a
Houston-based construction company,
Raymond International, since graduation.
"I've also been in the small West African
town of Greenville, Liberia, for over a year
now as an engineer on a large project
involving a sawmill and plywood mill
facilities plus housing, port and ancillary
facilities. Being literally on the edge of
civilization (twenty miles to elephants, lions,
etc.) you learn to appreciate the things you
never did before, and you discover things
you never would have in the safety and
shelter of ordered society. It's a long way
back to civilization, but I'll make it yet."

Nancy Trigg Rodenbusch BA '73
and George Rodenbusch '74
are no longer living in Houston. Nancy
writes -we'll be in Boston for the next couple
of years, playing at being houseparents
while George gets his PhD in oceanographic
engineering at MIT-Woods Hole and I get
my MLS at Simmons. It's good to get news
from home."

A collection of owls accumulated over
a forty year period was recently
donated to the Association of Rice
Alumni by Mr. Richard H. Hale,
husband of the late Lucy W. Davis
Hale BA '29. Mrs. Hale's collection
will, we hope, soon be on display in
the Alumni office in the new Alumni
Lounge and Archives Room.

was a scholar's scholar. Eighteenth
century English literature was
his domain.

Dr. Alan Dugald McKillop

Dr. McKillop was the author of five
books: two on the poet James
Thomson; one on novelist Samuel
Richardson; the well-known English
Literature from Dryden to Burns and
The Early Masters of English Fiction.
In addition, he edited several books
on eighteenth century literature and
wrote numerous articles for publication
here and abroad.

"He was certainly the greatest
scholar in eighteenth century literature
of his time," says Professor Emeritus
George Williams, a student and long-
time colleague of McKillop.
Besides his academic affiliations,

Professor McKillop was a member of
the Texas Philosophical Society, The
Texas Institute of Letters and the
Houston Philosophical Society. The
many summers during his tenure at
Rice, Professor McKillop taught at
Harvard, Chicago, Johns Hopkins,.
Columbia, Texas and several other
universities.
John Graves wrote in Holiday

magazine of his days during the early
years of World War II in Professor
McKillop's Chaucer class:

"It was the most meaningful class I
ever satin. It had that quality of
reverie; but reverie and reality were
the same thing, and the worlds of love
and violence from the springtime of
our language interwove themselves
with the real springtime of the jasmine,
the drowsy breeze, the young male
springtime confusion about love and
the unknowable clash of war ahead
It was Rice as I knew Rice, that class,
a summing up."
A memorial service for Dr. McKillop

was held in the Rice Memorial Chapel
on Friday, August 9th.
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Sallyport
• • • welcome back to 1924 • • •

Extra

HERE HE IS, "THE EDUCATOR"
Say, who is the Guy with the browlet high?

Friend of the festive worm?
Who can bisect an arc in a room that

is dark
And hog-tie a comma germ?

Yes, who knows the sky like you or like I

Are acquainted with a boiled egg?
Who's kink of a school with 10,000,000 cool?

A prexy that doesn't beg?
Who never knew how to milk a cow
Or wake up a mule with the reins;

Yet draws down the cash in a way that

is rash
For admixing science and brains?

Who's heroes have sped with the days that

are dead?
Who's manners are nifty and nice?

Yea, who is inclined to a double-deck

mind?
Why, Lovett of old Puffed Rice!

Senior Canes
Arouse Usual
Campus Jokes
The canes have made their annual

appearance in the cloisters. The seniors

are now models of sartorial elegance and

dignity.
Freshmen regard the canes with envy,

but Co-eds regard them with frank admira-

tion.
One dumb freshman, upon seeing two

seniors with canes, asked an upperclassman

if the canes were a new form of hazing.

Upon second thought, he can't be called so

dumb after all.

Rice Girls Not Quite Half Bad;

Slimess Makes 100 In Purity Test;

Several Co-eds Would Make Zero
1. Have you ever played cards for

money?
2. Have you ever been drunk?

3. Have you ever sworn?

4. Have you ever told a lie? White fibs

are not counted.
5. Did you ever dress conspicuously?

6. Did you ever dance conspicuously?

7. Have you ever smoked?

8. Have you ever cheated?

9. Have you ever done anything that

you wouldn't tell your mother?

10. Have you ever been engaged and

broken it?
These are ten questions that were asked

one hundred and nineteen Rice girls. They

were told to tabulate their answers, and

give themselves ten for every question that

they could truthfully say "no" to. They did

not sign their names to their answers, but

instead gave their year. The average grade

for each girl was 62; so we now understand

tha't the Rice girls are not "half bad."

- The average grade for the eight senior

girls who tabulated their answers was 60.

None of them had ever played cards for

money or had ever been drunk, all except

two had sworn, all except one had lied,

none of them had dressed conspicuously,

and only one had danced conspicuously;

two had smoked; four had cheated; four

had done things that they wouldn't tell

their mother, and only one had been

engaged and broken it.
Thirty-three freshmen answered the

questions. Their average was 64. They in

truth do come to college young and unso-

phisticated, and they become demoralized

year by year. The second year they have a

grand and glorious time as is shown by the

Sophomore average which was the worst

one made. Moral: stay away from college if

you want to enter heaven.

Get the Official
Freshman Cap

Made by DOBBS who is the official cap maker for all the

great Eastern Universities—Such as YALE, Harvard,

Princeton, Dartmouth and others. /I

Beautifully made with full

leather sweat band. With

DOBBS label—We invite
comparison.

The Freshmen followed the directions

the closest, which no doubt reveals the fact

that they have just come from High Schools

where they were accustomed to "do as you

are told." Only five freshmen had played

cards for money, 18 had sworn, 2 had been

drunk, 23 had told a lie, 4 had dressed

conspicuously, Shad danced conspicuously,

13 had smoked, 22 had cheated, 19 had done

things they would not tell their mother, and

13 had been engaged and broken it.

The following is a tabulated report of

the contest:

No. of Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Seniors 0 0 6 7 0 1 2 4 4 1

Juniors   1 0 5 11 1 2 4 10 6 1
Sophomores  .5 2 22 25 9 8 17 23 18 4
Freshmen 5 2 18 23 4 5 13 22 19 3

Seniors — Average, 60: Examined, 8
Juniors— Average;69; Examined, 13.
Sophomores—Average, 58; Examined, 34.
Freshmen — Average, 64; Examined, 33.

The Freshmen girls are either more fickle

or less honest, with regard to the tenth ques-

tion about engagements. Perhaps though

their attractiveness accounts for the number

of their proposals; so they would not feel

badly about breaking one.

The Freshmen and Sophomores are more

willing to commit themselves. Juniors and

Seniors have learned to be less gullible—

having gathered more of the wisdom of

the ages.
The best grade of 100 was made by a

Freshman girl, and also the worst grade of

10 was made by a Freshman. However

several girls who attend Rice and who did

not take the test said that they would make

0 if they had to sign the pledge, and one of

them said she would make minus thirty on

the last question alone.

DANCE!
Easter German

Easter Monday Morning, April 21st

(San Jacinto Day)

at the

Autry House
Celebrate the holiday—Show off your new clothes

—Go Wild—Spring is here!

Music by

The Rice Troubadours
New 8-Piece Orchestra,

"Don't gripe at our music— we're doing our best"
Drop in and see!

Extra

Dr. and Mrs. Lovett will entertain with

a garden party on Monday, May 19, from

5 to 7, in honor of the members of the Senior

class and their friends.

• • • •

GREAT DEMAND
FOR ADMISSION
TO RICE SHOWN
High Entrance Requirements

Fail to Halt Applicants;
Classes and Labs Crowded

Final registration figures show the
largest enrollments at Rice that the school

has ever known. The student body at

present is composed of approximately

1050 persons of whom more than 400
are freshmen.
The unusually large enrollment would

have gone even higher if the faculty had

not abruptly ceased to admit any more

students under any circumstances. Several

are known to have gone to other

universities, after failing to gain admission

to Rice.
Classrooms are all crowded, even in the

junior and senior classes. Virtually all

laboratories are over-crowded.
Admission requirements were placed at

15 units minimum but even that did not
have the expected "selective effect."

Until more buildings are available
registration each year probably will be

halted at 1000 students.

STUDENTS STILL
TALK OF
"TANLAC",
ANONYMOUS
YELLOW
PUBLICATION
Mah-Jongg anyone? This Sallyport front

page is dedicated to members of the Class

of 1924, many of whom will return to Rice

October 25 and 26 to celebrate the 50th

anniversary of their graduation. The vari-

ety of material re-printed here has been

excerpted from campus publications of that

year that was- 50years ago. Homecoming

schedules and program information can

be found inside.
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Though it has been only 50 years, one big slice of
history has gone down since the Class of 1924 left the
Rice campus. It was during the senior year of this leap
year class that, one by one, scandals in the Harding
Administration came to light. Little known spots like
Elk Hills, California, and Teapot Dome, Wyoming,
found their way to the front pages of most American
tabloids. 1924 was the year that Texans voted for
candidate John W. Davis for U.S. President. "Big
business has made this country What it is," declared
Davis. He was a forgotten man even during the '24
campaign; the nation voted to "keep cool."

The year 1924 also marked the appearance of the first
major work of a 26 year old Brooklyn-born composer,
George Gershwin. Paul Whiteman commissioned and
introduced Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Closer to campus, 1924 was the year Phil Arbuckle,
Drs. Asa Chandler and Albert Guerarcl left Rice, the
year John Heisman arrived. It was the year of the
Aztec-Archi Arts, the second Rice Owl, Tanlac and the
co-ed Thresher. It was the year that students watched
daily as slow but steady progress was made toward
completion of the Chemistry Building, the largest and
finest laboratory of its kind in the South.

The 1923 football season marked the eighth season in
nine that the spirited Owl football team was beaten by

-the University of Texas. Old traditions die hard, but the
1974 Owls hope to do their part in ushering this one
down the stairway and out the front door when the two
teams meet on Homecoming night, October 26.

Nine Rice classes will be returning for organized
activities this year. Veterans of World Wars I and II,
Korea and Vietnam might be found discussing amnesty.
Thse who remember Teapot Dome will hear a
distinguished historian discuss Watergate. Alumni who
remember the very beginning of our technical age, and
the excitement of Lindbergh's return, may drop by
Rice's space physics laboratories. People who
remember a rigorously structured undergraduate
program at Rice will hear outstanding professors explain
today's rigorous, unstructured programs. Folks might
even see Rice beat Texas.

The Alumni Association hopes all returning alumni
enjoy Homecoming this year. A schedule of events
follows.

Class Reunions

1969—Beer, chips and dips Friday evening in the
foyer and court of Sewall Hall. Chairman: Brian Rider.

1964—A cocktail buffet Friday night at Mr. and Mrs.
Kurth Brown's. "It's getting harder to party all night —

\- 
right?" Chairman: Mary Sue Wilson Barnum.

1959—German food, drink and music Friday night in
the courtyard of the Rice Memorial Center. Once is
not enough, so after the game punch and dip will be
served at Bill and Carol Elliot's (Tommie Lou Storm
Maulsby's sister and brother-in-law). Chairmen: Harvin
Moore and Tommie Lou Storm Maulsby.

1954-20th Reunion Party cocktails
o a
eØ'

0 00
and buffet at 8 p.m. Friday evening .0

in Baker Commons (old East Hall) .
$15 per person by reservation,
$17.50 at the door. Chairmen:
A committee of three.

1949—"Traumatic, but true," the Silver Anniversary
Reunion will be a cocktail buffet, Friday evening at 7:30
at Cohen House. Chairman: Mary Louise Klicpera
Harrison.

1944—Cocktail buffet Friday night in Lovett College
commons. Chairman: Maribel Spiller McCleary.

1939— "Open bar for cocktails and good cocktail
food," Friday night at the River Oaks Country Club.
Tickets, $15 per person. Chairman: Dan Moody.

1934—Dinner and dancing at Brown College Friday
at 8 p.m. $12 per person. Chairmen: A committee
of five.

1929—Cocktails and dinner Friday night in the
commons of Hanszen College (old West Hall).
Chairman: E. Joe Shimek.

1924-11:30 social hour Saturday morning at the
Cohen House, followed by a 12:15 luncheon at which
class members will each be presented a 50-year pin by
President Hackennan. Tickets are $7.25 per person.
Chairmen: A committee of six.

Golden R — A reception for all members of those
classes 1924 and earlier will be held in the Cohen
House at 4:00 p. m. Saturday. Chairman: Elva
Kalb Dumas '22.

Schedule of Events

Saturday, October 26th

8:30 a.m. — Hamman Hall Lobby
Registration, ticket sales and distribution of early
registration packets. Alumni will be granted a
discount on each ticket ordered before
October 23rd. All tickets will be held until registration.
After the General Assembly, registration moves to the
lobby of the Rice Memorial Center.

9:15 a.m. —William Marsh Rice's Statue
Wreath-laying ceremonies will be performed by
members of the Class of 1949.

9:30 a.m. —Hamman Hall
The General Assembly will be held with Alumni
Association President Walter Moore, Jr. presiding.
Greetings will be offered by President Norman
Hackerman, and the Alumni Distinguished Scholar
Lecture will be delivered by Harold M. Hyman, William
P. Hobby Professor of History. The General Assembly
will conclude with presentation of awards.

11:30 a.m. — Residential Colleges
All alumni except those in the Class of 1924 will lunch
at the college with which they are affiliated. Class of
'24 will lunch at the Cohen House.

1:45 p.m. —Chemistry Lecture Hall
"Undergraduate Education at Rice," a lecture/
discussion, will be presented by 1974 Brown Teaching
Award winners and the Dean of Undergraduate Affairs.

Harry A. Deans '53, professor of chemical engineering,
will speak on "Changes in Counseling and Advising."
Neal F. Lane, professor of physics and space physics
and astronomy, will speak on "Innovation in Teaching."
David L Minter, professor of English and master at
Baker College, will talk on "Curriculum and
Requirements."

Distinguished respondents on the panel will be C.
Sidney Burrus '57, professor of electrical engineering
and master of Lovett College; Ira D. Gruber, professor
of history; William C. Martin, associate professor of
sociology; and Dean Katherine Tsanoff Brown '30.
Moderator for the panel program will be G. King
Walters '53, professor of physics. The program will
include an extensive question and answer sesion.

4:00 p.m. — RMC Courtyard
Cocktail hour with a cash bar held in honor of the
senior faculty.

5:00 p.m. — RMC Grand Hall
A pre-game feast will be served buffet-style. Tickets
are $4.75 per person if you pre-register, $5.25 at the
door. Serving stops at 6:30.

7:30 p.m. — Rice Stadium
The Rice Owls host the University of Texas Longhorns,
defending gridiron champs of the SWC. The "Show
Band of South Main" will perform at half-time.

Homecoming Extras

Thresher Editors' and Staffers' Reunion will be
held at 4:00 p.m. Friday at Scardino
Printing Company. For more
information, contact Allyce
Tinsley Cole (Houston),
Griffin Smith (Austin),
Hugh Rice Kelly (Houston),
Stew Jackson (Austin) or
Gary Brewton (campus).

:•<•

Sculpture by Clement Meadmore an Australian-
born artist who is master of large, simple, twisting
forms in black and earth colors, will be exhibited in
the Sewall Hall Gallery. Hours: 12-5 Friday and
Saturday.

African Art as Philosophy at Rice Museum. Photo-
graphs by Douglas Fraser of Columbia University are
the major exhibit, augmented by sculpture from the
Menil Foundation Collection. The show is a study in
African philosophy made concerete in various visual
media. Hours: Friday and Saturday 10-5, Sunday 12-6.

Tours of the City of Houston and NASA can be
arranged and are always popular. Tunes and fees are
available through the Alumni Office.

Hotel Accommodations
can be arranged through
the Alumni Office. •
The Hermann ' • "
Park Zoo Train
will be making
regular rounds
on the campus.
Hitch a ride! 4;
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Thirteenth in a series

Faculty and students of the first academic year

The first catalogue of the Institute, a little white
booklet 4x6 inches, with twenty pages (including
the cover, front and back) bore on its cover:

THE RICE
INSTITUTE
Preliminary

Announcement of the
First Academic

Year
Opening September

Twenty-third
Nineteen
Twelve

HOUSTON, TEXAS

The new institution bears the name of the
founder, the late William Marsh Rice. It aspires to
university dimensions of the highest standing.
Dedicated to the advancement of literature,
science, and art, the educational programme of
liberal and technical learning now being developed
may justify the designation 'Institute' as
representing the functions of a teaching university
and, at least in some of its departments, those of

Original faculty of the Institute, in 1912. Left to right: W. F.
Dr. Lindsey Blayney, Coach Phil Arbuckle, President E.O.
(trustee), William Ward Watkin, E. Raphael (trustee), Dr. G
(trustee) and Dr. HA. Wilson.

the more recent research foundations established
in this country and abroad."

Students were to be admitted either on
certificates of graduation from accredited public or
private high schools, or by entrance examinations.
For the first year, only students of freshman
standing were admitted. Another freshman class
was admitted for the second year, and the first class
to graduate finished in June 1916.

The session was divided into three terms ending
in December, March, and June.

Three courses were open to the freshmen: arts,
engineering, and architecture. All of the students
took mathematics, physics, chemistry, English, and
German. Students in engineering had in addition
courses in descriptive geometry and engineering
drawing; architects took the five academic courses
along with courses in freehand drawing and
architectural drawing. Seventy-seven freshmen
registered for courses.

The mathematics was taught by G. C. Evans,
physics by H.A. Wilson, chemistry by W. F. Edwards,
English by J.T. McCants and German by Lindsey
Blayney. The courses in engineering were given by
F. Ellis Johnson and those in architecture by William
Ward Watkin. P.H. Arbuckle had charge of athletics.

Philip Heckman Arbuckle, B.A. (Chicago), of
Georgetown, Texas; Director Athletics in
Southwestern University; Instructor in Athletics.

Thomas Lindsey Blayney, M.A. (Centre College)
Ph.D. (Heidelberg), of Danville, Kentucky; History
of European Art in Central University of Kentucky;
Professor of German.

William Franklin Edwards, B.S.C. (Michigan),
of Houston, Texas; formerly Instructor in the
University of Michigan, and later President of the
University of Washington; Lecturer in Chemistry.

Griffith Conrad Evans, Ph.D. (Harvard), of Rome,
Italy; Sheldon Fellow of Harvard University;
Assistant Professor of Pure Mathematics.

Francis Ellis Johnson, B.A., E. E. (Wisconsin),
of Houston, Texas; recently with the British
Columbia Electric Railway Company; Instructor in
Electrical Engineering.

Edwards, F. Ellis Johnson,
Lovett, B. B. Rice
.C. Evans, J. E. McAshan

John Thomas McCants, M.A. (Virginia and Yale),
of Houston, Texas; formerly scholar at the
University of Virginia, and University Fellow of Yale
University; Secretary to the President and of the
Institute; Instructor in English.

William Ward Watkin, B.Sc. (Pennsylvania),
Architect, of Houston, Texas; Instructor in
Architectural Engineering.

Harold Albert Wilson, F. R.S., D. Sc. (Cambridge),
of Montreal, Canada; Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge University; formerly Professor in King's
College, London; Research Professor in McGill
University; Professor of Physics.

The records of the seventy-seven students, who
entered the Institute in September 1912, fall into
the following classifications:

Graduated in June 1916
Graduated in June 1917
Withdrawn and dropped as of
Dec. 1912

per cent
27 35.06
7 9.09

15 19.48
Continued courses after December
1912, but not to graduation 28 36.37

77 100.00

(Eight students, who entered after 1912, graduated
in June 1916, making the total number thirty-five
in the class of 1916.)

The expenses of these early students were
moderate: "There will be no charge for tuition and
no fees for registration or examination in the
Institute. A small deposit will be required to cover
possible breakage in the laboratories and losses
from the libraries; the balance from this contingent
fee is, of course, returnable at the close of the
session." (The deposit was ten dollars.)

"Rooms in the Residential Hall for Men,
completely furnished exclusive of linen, together
with table board at the Institute Commons, will be
available for from eighteen to twenty dollars per
month of four weeks."

The expenses were light but the courses were
heavy, not only in the first year but in the four years.
The men and women who weathered the storm, the
first graduates, were in a very real sense pioneers.

To be continued ...

The first class of the Rice Institute, on registration day, September 23, 1912.
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Homecoming—It's going to be a good or

Homecoming this year means Gold Medals for J
Neely, H. Malcolm Lovett, Gus Wortham and Jot
S. Ivy. Homecoming this year means food, fun al
frolic for the nine classes celebrating reunions,
with a special Happy 50th for the Class of 1924.
Homecoming means something for everyone
October 25 and 26. See the Schedule of Event!
inside. Page 2.

Roosting Rice Birds: Researchers
Request Recollections

When our not-so-welcome annual visitors floc._
campus this year, who will be the victor—the Owls
or the Cowbirds? Don't miss the next installment of
this continuing drama. Dr. Dan Johnson and some
concerned students would appreciate your help in
finding a new home for our fine-feathered friends.
Page 5.

A Short, Easy Course in Continental Drift

Or, what you may have wanted to know about plate
tectonics but have had no one to ask. Professor
Jean-Claude De Bremaecker briefly examines the
facts and theories that are generating excitement
throughout the field or earth science. Page 6.
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Thirteenth in a series

Faculty and students of the first academic year

The first catalogue of the Institute, a lithe white
booklet 4x6 inches, with twenty pages (including
the cover, front and back) bore on its cover:

THE RICE
INSTITUTE
Preliminary

Announcement of the
First Academic

Year
Opening September

Twenty-third
Nineteen
Twelve

HOUSTON, TEXAS

The new institution bears the name of the
founder, the late William Marsh Rice. It aspires to
university dimensions of the highest standing.
Dedicated to the advancement of literature,
science, and art, the educational programme of
liberal and technical learning now being developed
may justify the designation 'Institute' as
representing the functions of a teaching university
and, at least in some of its departments, those of

the more recent research foundations established
in this country and abroad."

Students were to be admitted either on
certificates of graduation from accredited public or
private high schools, or by entrance examinations.
For the first year, only students of freshman
standing were admitted. Another freshman class
was admitted for the second year, and the first class
to graduate finished in June 1916.

The session was divided into three terms ending
in December, March, and June.

Three courses were open to the freshmen: arts,
engineering, and architecture. All of the students
took mathematics, physics, chemistry, English, and
German. Students in engineering had in addition
courses in descriptive geometry and engineering
drawing; architects took the five academic courses
along with courses in freehand drawing and
architectural drawing. Seventy-seven freshmen
registered for courses.

The mathematics was taught by G. C. Evans,
physics by H.A. Wilson, chemistry by W. F. Edwards,
English by J.T. McCants and German by Lindsey
Blayney. The courses in engineering were given by
F. Ellis Johnson and those in architecture by William
Ward Watkin. P. H. Arbuckle had charge of athletics.

Philip Heckman Arbuckle, B.A. (Chicago), of
Georgetown, Texas; Director Athletics in
Southwestern University; Instructor in Athletics.

Thomas Lindsey Blayney, M.A. (Centre College)
Ph.D. (Heidelberg), of Danville, Kentucky; History
of European Art in Central University of Kentucky;
Professor of German.

William Franklin Edwards, B.S.C. (Michigan),
of Houston, Texas; formerly Instructor in the
University of Michigan, and later President of the
University of Washington; Lecturer in Chemistry.

Griffith Conrad Evans, Ph.D. (Harvard), of Rome,
Italy; Sheldon Fellow of Harvard University;
Assistant Professor of Pure Mathematics.

Francis Ellis Johnson, B.A., E. E. (Wisconsin),
of Houston, Texas; recently with the British
Columbia Electric Railway Company; Instructor in
Electrical Engineering.

Original faculty of the Institute, in 1912. Left to right: W. F. Edwards, F. Ellis Johnson,
Dr. Lindsey Blayney, Coach Phil Arbuckle, President E.O. Lovett, B. B. Rice
(trustee) William Ward Watkin, E. Raphael (trustee), Dr. G.C. Evans, J. E. McAshan
(trustee) d Dr. H.A. Wilson. '

John Thomas McCants, M.A. (Virginia and Yale),
of Houston, Texas; formerly scholar at the
University of Virginia, and University Fellow of Yale
University; Secretary to the President and of the
Institute; Instructor in English.

William Ward Watkin, B.Sc. (Pennsylvania),
Architect, of Houston, Texas; Instructor in
Architectural Engineering.

Harold Albert Wilson, F. R.S., D. Sc. (Cambridge),
of Montreal, Canada; Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge University; formerly Professor in King's
College, London; Research Professor in McGill
University; Professor of Physics.

The records of the seventy-seven students, who
entered the Institute in September 1912, fall into
the following classifications:

per cent
Graduated in June 1916 27 35.06
Graduated in June 1917
Withdrawn and dropped as of
Dec. 1912

Continued courses after December
1912, but not to graduation

7

15

28

9.09

19.48

36.37

77 100.00

(Eight students, who entered after 1912, graduated
in June 1916, making the total number thirty-five
in the class of 1916.)

The expenses of these early students were
moderate: "There will be no charge for tuition and
no fees for registration or examination in the
Institute. A small deposit will be required to cover
possible breakage in the laboratories and losses
from the libraries; the balance from this contingent
fee is, of course, returnable at the close of the
session." (The deposit was ten dollars.)

"Rooms in the Residential Hall for Men,
completely furnished exclusive of linen, together
with table board at the Institute Commons, will be
available for from eighteen to twenty dollars per
month of four weeks."

The expenses were light but the courses were
heavy, not only in the first year but in the four years.
The men and women who weathered the storm, the
first graduates, were in a very real sense pioneers.

To be continued ...

The first class of the Rice Institute, on registration day, September 23, 1912.
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with a special Happy 50th for the Class of 1924.
Homecoming means something for everyone
October 25 and 26. See the Schedule of Event
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Roosting Rice Birds: Researchers
Request Recollections

When our not-so-welcome annual visitors flock to
campus this year, who will be the victor—the Owls
or the Cowbirds? Don't miss the next installment of
this continuing drama. Dr. Dan Johnson and some
concerned students would appreciate your help in
finding a new home for our fine-feathered friends.
Page 5.

A Short, Easy Course in Continental Drift

Or, what you may have wanted to know about plate
tectonics but have had no one to ask. Professor
Jean-Claude De Bremaecker briefly examines the
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